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Chill .Judging - Ta&ter Cup& !iold
Marcia Ball tlll 6 p.m.

®First Interstate Bank
We go the extra mile for you.®
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IN SEARCH OF
SEABROOK SYDNOR
By Sue Harr_al
.fZliventures sometime come in an
assortment of shapes and sizes.
Uncovering information for the history display at the Evelyn Meador
Library h~s been a great adventure
with a multitude of surprises and
unanswered questions for a group
wanting to answer questions about
Seabrook history. One question yet
to be completely answered is, "Who
was the person for whom the city of
Seabrook is namedt'
It seemed like a rather simple task
at first . From the comprehensive
plan of Seabrook and the local history book Arrows to Astronauts by
Doris Kenyan came the information
that the city wa s named for
Seabrook Sydnor, the president of
the Seabrook Town and ·Lot
Company. Seabrook Sydnor along
with E.N. Nicholson and E.S.
Nicholson platted the tract now
known as Seabrook, Texas . More
· information was needed to fill in
between the lines of the life of this
early area citizen, and a summer
search began. Beginning in the Te~as
Room of the Houston Public Library,
the search carried us to Galveston's .
Powhatan House and Houston's
Glenwood Cemetery. Althou'gh
much information was uncovered ,
the research group continues to seek
information buried in the minds and
archives of Galveston Bay residents.
Seabrook Sydnor was the son of
John Seabrook Sydnor and Sarah
Columbia White. The birth date and
place of Seabrook is not clear some records say he was born in
Galveston in 1845, others say he was
born in Virginia in 1838. Seabrook's
father came to Galveston in 1838
from Hanover, Virginia. The elder
Sydnor was moneyed and very welleducated. Mrs. John Seabrook came
to Galveston in 1840. Eventually
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Residence of Mr. and Mrs. Seabrook W Sydnor
John Seabrook Sydnor became ·an
alderman and, in 1846-'47, the mayor
of Galveston . He was one of the
founders of the First Baptist Church
of Galveston and he helped organize
the first chamber of commerce in
Texas. He also organized a volunteer
police and fire department in Galveston. John Seabrook Sydnor was
known as the founding father of con-.
tinuing education in Galveston; as
mayor he wanted a system that
would allow taxes to be levied for
education.
John Seabrook Sydnor made
money in slave dealing, and owned
much land on the Texas Gulf Coast .
The War Between the States marked
the end of the family wealth. A
Southern sympathizer, he spent time
and mone y raising funds for the
Confederacy; thus, his business suffered. After the war, during the
Reconstru ction period , he found
himself in financial difficulty When
he died in 1867, he owned l/2 million
acres along the Texas Gulf Coast, but
~as land and tax poor.
One bit of evidence of John
Seabrook Sydnor's wealth is found in
Galveston in the form of the
Powhatan House, the childhood

home of Seabrook Sydnor. Located
at 4327 Avenue 0, the house is a
beautiful example of Greek Revival
architecture and is .now the home of
the Galveston Garden Club. It was
originall y located at Outlot 18
between 21st and 22nd Streets and
Avenues ·M and N. Seabrook Sydnor
not only lived at this location as a
child, he also attended school in the
home when John S. Sydnor conveyed ownership to an academy
founded by him in 1853. The home
eventually became an orphanage
and then was moved to the present
location. The original home was very
large and pans of the original home
were used for other residences in the
area.
Although much is known about
Seabrook Sydnor's family, there has
not been a lot of material uncovered
about him . He ·is even mistakenly
listed in the 1850 census as "Sealink"
Sydnor. Family documents show that
in 1870 he was an auctioneer for
Heedeheimer and Company.
Seabrook Sydnor married a wellknown member of Houston society,
Ella Hutchins. Ella was the daughter
of William J. Hutchins, a pioneer
merchant of Houston. W J. Hutchins

built the old Hutchins House, an inn under English law. He became Sydnors is that they had no childreri
famed for its brilliant balls and social known as Frank Nichols and lived in to preserve them. Seabrook Sydnor
affairs. Ella was very active in club Galveston for many years . (Another died April 29, 1915 . His age was
work and commercial real estate great story uncovered during our shown as 77; his birthplace was listactivities; references to' her were search was the black diamond that ed as Virginia, and the cause ·of his
found in several early histories of Lord Stewart inherited from the death was senility. Mrs . Ella H.
Houston. She was at one time mar- elder Lord Stewart. The black dia- Sydnor preceded him in death. She
ried to Lord Stewart of England. mond was to have originally died October 11, 1913, at age 65.
Both Ella and Seabrook Sydnor lie in
Schooled in England and adopted by belonged to Mary Queen of Scots.)
After her marriage to Seabrook the beautiful Glenwood Cemetery.
the elder Lord Stewart, he was also
known as the son of General E.B . Sydnor, Ella was very active in social Glenwood is one of the older and the
Nichols of Houston . The marriage affairs and was State Regent for the more beautiful cemeteries in Houswas regarded as one of the outstand- . D.A.R. The Seabrook Sydnors were ton. Located off Washington near
ing international marriages, but the listed in the 1907 Blue Book of downtown Houston, Glenwood is
the resting _place of many famous
union ended unhappily. Ella would Houston.
So far no ptctures have been Houstonians. Howard Hughes and
not return to England with her hus- ·
band. It was later found that Lord found of Seabrook Sydnor. However, Anson Jones are two well-known
Stewart could not inherit a title the 1907 Blue Book did contain a Texans buried there . Mr. and Mrs .
picture of Mrs. Seabrook Sydnor and Seabrook Sydnor lie in the Hutchin
a picture of their home, which was family plot.
located at 1416 Franklin Avenue. The Sue Harral is a fourth-grade teacher at
names of many prominent · James F. Bay Elementary in Seabrook.
Hou~tonians are listed in the Blue Born in Oxford, Mississippi, she has lived
Book along with the Sydnors. Many in Seabrook for 17 years. Sue loves Texas
of the names of the streets in Old history and does genealogical research in
spare time. She is a member of the
Seabrook bear the names of these her
Seabrook Association and a charter
Houston residents.
member of the Clear Lake Heritage
Perhaps the reason there are so Society and the Bluebonnet Trails
few pictures of the Seabrook Chapter of 17th Century Colonial Dames.
MIA FAMIGLIA
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Mrs. Seabrook W Sydnor
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Hoine
Thoughts
frotn Exile

nation to return. It was five years
before I was able to realize my
dream. This poem was written when
I was teaching school in Alaska and
was negotiating the purchase of our
old home place, which I had not laid
eyes on since I left.

In a land that once was m ine
Do the breezes still blow there
In the spring,
Where in meadows bright and fair
Wild birds sing?
Does another child than I
Toss an eager kite on high,
Watch it struggle to the sky
On a string?

By Rena Bracewell
Written in 1946

.J

was 18 when. my parents sold our
home and left Seabrook. From that
day I was unwavering in my determi-

HOUSTON

THE BAY AREA

_Sinale Source
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Service Sales Design Installation
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Does my old hometown still dream
·By the Bay,
In the sunny plains that seem
Far away?
Do the brown roads beck and twine,
And the sunlight on them shine,

Do the wavelets cast their spray
On the shore,
Murmuring secrets day by day
Evermore?
Does the gray gull wheel and cry,
Etched upon the summer sky?
Do the fleecy clouds float by
As of yore?

Golden
Seafood. Inc.
RETAIL MARKET

Fresh Catch Daily
506 Waterfront Dr., Seabrook

OFFICE: 713/339-1811
1-800-578-3052

(713)

474-2516

Tell this exile, is it still
There alone ,
Missing me in rock and rill,
Field new-mown?
For the winds are ca1ling me,
· And the pounding of the sea.
Tell me, tell me, can it be
Still my own?
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Teeming With Traditions of Buried Gold and of Romance

One lost day?

THANKS,
SEABROOK
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Estate of E.A. Peden,
Supposed Rendezvous of Lafitte
By Ed Kilman
The following is a reprint-of an article which appeared in the May 16,
1926, issue of the Houston PostDispatch.

'hie

popular society game of treasure hunting likely will be played this
summer for the entertainment of the
jolly weekend and house parties at
"The Lake," the beautiful 250-acre
summer estate of E.A. Peden, on
Clear Lake and Taylor bayou, near ·
Seabrook.
And if the gay treasure hunters are
diligent and lucky enough, they may
find some unexpected treasure. If,
following the cryptic directions of
the game, they dig at the right places
, and to the right depths along the lake
front of the estate, along the banks
The Peden home on Clear Lake
of the .skirting bayou and among the
trees, they may unearth gold and
gems never placed there for their coast.
,. The old tales, legends and superdiscovery by the host or hostess.
For, according to numerous leg- stitions lend an enthralling glamour
ends and traditions, pieces of eight, to ·its natural enchantment. The salt
Spanish doubloons, rare jewels and sea air exudes it; the majestic trees,
precious stones seized by the pirate the rolling velvet lawns, the freshcrews of Jean Lafitte on the high seas green shrubbery and the flowers
are buried there; also chests of gold- radiate it in their exotic fragrance.
en coin of the realm, hoarded and The picturesque sprawling house and
hidden away by former owners of its quaint furnishings guard the mysthe estate.
teries of the place with a soothing
An ideal place indeed is this to hush; while the wavelets of the lake,
play the seductive game, for proba- lapping the nearby shell beach, disbly at no other place in Texas have cuss them with the winds in murmore hunters of real treasure waved murings of an unknown tongue.
their divining rods and plied their
picks and spades than around here.
HIS country seat, tradition says,
No other single homestead along the
was the rendezvous of Lafitte
entire Gulf Coast, probably, has been and his pirates before the tract was
invested with so many different granted legally by Stephen F. Austin
stores of hidden treasure and so · on behalf of the Mexican govern many different romantic charms as ment, in about 1824. A log cabin ,
this one - the oldest and, pro- belonging to two of Lafitte's men,
nounced by many visitors, the most stood on the grounds before Ritson
charming place on all the Texas sea- Morris, the original grantee, built his

T

and Taylor Bayou·near Seabrook
home on the grant. Near that first
cabin fabulous wealth is supposed to
have been buried. To this day it has
never been recovered, as far as is
generally known, although tons and
tons of earth have been dug up
throughout the entire neighborhood ·
in search of it and other purported
buried fortune.
Years before the Ci vil War the
estate became the slave plantation of
C.E . Gregory, a wealthy Houston
wholesaler. Gregory became poor, to
all appearances, before his sudden
and still unexplained death. He is
said to have buried a fortune there.
A Houston jeweler left a fortune
of jewelry there when he went to
fight in the Civil War, and according
to a story that is told , he never.
returned for it. This is one treasure
legend of the place that has been
cleared up, as _will be related.
After Gregory, the estate passed
into the hands of a Mr. Converse and
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then was owned by Sam Allen, one
of the pioneer builders of Houston.
Allen buried a fortune there for the
benefit of a faithful servant, legend
)fas it.
Then, there is the myth of Santa
Anna's yearly midnight spectral
return there, where he ate dinner
with the Morrises on his way back to
Mexico after the battle of San
Jacinto; his spirit's annual search for
the Santa Anna treasure store which
supposedly disappeared in this vicinity. There is the story of a murder on
the place by a lieutenant of Lafitte;
the story of the massive human
skeleton that was unearthed there
not many years ago; the story of the
fatal duel here during the Gregory
ownership; the story of the cattle
rustler hanged on the land by a vigilante committee; the mystery of the
"haunts" of the old house; and finally,
the story of the place since Mr.
Peden has owned.it.
But let's go h>ack to the beginning;
and follow the legendary history of
the estate as it is told by the old-_
timers of the vicinity.

the Gulf. of Mexico, supplying meats
EAN LAFITTE'S pirates, with for the gang while they occupied
headquarters on Galveston island, Galveston island. Taylor Bayou,
ad been pl9ndering Spanish ships flanking the Peden estate, was
sailing between Spain and Mexico, named after him. The third man,
accumulatihg vast quantities of trea:- named Kipp, was a cook ori a Lafitte
sure. In about 1820 the United States schooner, according to some who
government chased them away from remember him. Kipp's descendants,
the island and the Gulf. It is believed they say, .still live at Kemah, across
they fled with the golden fruits of Clear Creek from Seabrook, a stone's
their maraudings to the secluded throw from Clear Lake.
Clear Lake region, where it would
"There is little question that Lafitte
have taken mighty keen sleuths to had headquarters on Clear Lake,"
find them.
said the late S.O. Young, who was a
Tradition has it that they made close student and storyteller of
their rendezvous and hiding place on South Texas history for many years . .
the very ground that is 'now encom- "One of the officers and the wife of
passed in the Peden estate. It is one of his lieutenants are buried on
declared positively that three of the shore of Clear Lake. The grave
Lafitte's men lived in that locality and and headstone of the lieutenant's
two of them had a log cabin a short wife can be seen from the road that
distance from the site of the present winds around the lakefront ."
Peden house. The cabin was owned
Another old-timer, who has lived
by a Lafitte man named Taylor, and • at Seabrook for years and has made
was occupied by Taylor's son-in-law, a hobby of gathering the lore of the
one Roach.
bay country, is WC. Bracewell. Mr.
It seems that Taylor was a hunter Bracewell owned a place adjoining
and fisher for Lafitte in this region the Peden estate and looked after the
even before the latter was chased off latter for ab~ut three years, beginning in 1907. He learned much of its
history and tradition from Mrs.
Menard, daughter of Ritson Morris,
who died several years ago. He is
familiar with practically all the stories
herein related.

J,

H

E tells of a place a short distance up Taylor Bayou., near
Taylor Lake, where may be found an
old stone wall, a clearing and other
signs of an ancient settlement, which
presumably existed prior to the Texas
revolution. This is confirmed by WC.
Harvin, careta.ker of the Peden place.
A cedar grove, now vanished, was on
the estate when Morris· owned it,
Mrs . Menard said .
Mr. Bracewell also tells of fin ding
a hawse pipe in the lake off the
Peden place, thought to be from a
Lafitte vessel. Also of a number of
cannonballs and two cannon,
brought up by ·a dredgeboat. These
never were identified positively; they
may have been from a ship of Lafitte,
of Mexico or of the Confederacy.
Southern soldiers were trained near
_Clear Lake during the Civil War, it is
said.
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"You can hardly dig anywhere on
the lake shore," he added, "without
finding bones, bits of pottery and
other objects that might be evidence
of Lafitte's residence.
"It was never reported that there
was an iron furnace in the Morris
house, but one day when digging a ·
trench to lay a pipe we unearthed an
antiquated furnace door, deep ·down
in the ground.
"Another time, when we were digging a sewer across the hill on the
east side of the house, we struck a
curious
stratum
of
shell.
Investigating deeper, we came upon
an enormous human skeleton. Mr.
Menard said it was the skeleton of
Taylor, who was a remarkably large
man. Others have surmised that it
might have been the remains of one
of the gigantic Tonkawa Indians that
once inhabited the Galveston country. The arm bones were above the
skull, indicating a violent death or a
careless burial. The skeleton bones
were packed in a bucket and
reburied.''
An argument af,ainst the theory
of Lafitte's leafing buried treasure
may be seen in Mr. Bracewell's statement that Lafitte's widow, whom he
knew in Matagorda County about 35
years ago, was very poor during her
later life. He added, however, that
she might have been out of favor
with Lafitte when he died; that he
might not have left her anything if he
had it. She was very young and he
very old when they were married.
The oldest living inhabitant of the
Seabrook-Clear Lake region today is
Mrs. Ada M. Goodrich, 'granddaughter of Ritson Morris, and incidentally
great niece of Hayden Edwards of
Fredonian Republic fame. Mrs .
Goodrich was born on the Ritson
grant 73 years ago, and her mother,
Mrs. Menard, was born there before
her, prior to the Texas revolution in
1836. Probably the next oldest
inhabitant is Mrs. Goodrich's
' younger sister, Mrs. Bob Larrabee.
Both spent their childhood on the
old place and they tell interestingly
of its early history.

"I

SAW the ashes and ~harred
remains of the Taylor-Roac·h

cabin,'' said Mrs. Goodrich, "which
stood on the land before Grandfather
Morris built there. The cabin, which
stood back in the woods from the
location of the Morris house - probably for concealment - had burned
down.
"Taylor and his son-in-law, Roach,
both Lafitte's men, lived in the cabin,
which we were told had been the
rendezvous of the pirate.s . As girls,
we would find objects around the
place, which we were told were
relics of Lafitte. We also knew Kipp."

This was first called the "Taylor
place,'' and then by the names of its
successive owners - the "Morris
place," the "Gregory place," the
"Converse place," the "Allen place"
and the "'Peden place." The Allens
and the Pedens have referred to the
estate habitually as "The Lake."
Among the various treasure stories told about the place, the most
definite one was 'related by these two
descendants of Morris, as follows:
· "A seaman from the North came
down to this country, and became

)1
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friendly with one of Lafitte's pirates.
The pirate fell ill, and the Northern
man doctored him and took care of
him. The pirate clied, but before his
death he told the Northern man he
was going to reward his kindness.
"The pirate drew a map of Clear
Lake, showing the Morris place, and
indicated a large elm tree near the
house.
" 'Follow this map,' said the pirate;
'dig deep under this elm tree, at the
spot I have marked, and you will find
a fortune.'

"The man went co my grandfather's place, and they dug and dug
at the exact spot indicated, but found
no treasure . I have seen the great
hole many times where they dug and
played around it as a girl.. The elm
tree later was blown 'down in a
storm. ·
"I remember they couldn't understand why the t r,easure was ·n ot ·
found, for the pirate was sincerely
grateful for the man's befriending
him, and could have had no reason
for deceiving him . My grandfather
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used to talk of it, and he expressed
the theory that the treasure chest
happened to be buried in one of
those sand strata which they say shift
and move, and was carried farther
from the tree, toward the lake. If they
had dug a short distance away,
instead of going straight down under ·
the spot marked, they m·ight have
found it. Why they didn't try again, I
don't know."
HE MORRIS granddaughters
T
remembered about "Old Ben."
He was a villainous looking old sailor
and fisherman who lived in the Clear
Lake region before and during the
first days of Houston. It has been
said that if a man could be convicted
on · his looks, he would have beerJ
hanged on sight for piracy. Whether
he was connected with Lafitte 1s gang
is not known definitely, but presumably he was.
"Old Ben," it is said, used to make
periodical shopping expeditions to
Houston, and his shopping consisted
largely of whisky. On each such visit
to town he would get gloriously
intoxicated, and spend money like
the drunken sailor that he was.
He seemed to have an inexhaustible supply of money - and the
significant thing about it was that his
money was all Spanish and Mexican
gold coins - the kind that Lafitte
took from the Spanish galleons.
Suspecting that "Old Ben" had a
treasure store hidden away, people
followed him and tried to find it; but
none was successful. One day Ben's
body was found on the beach, and
after that no less than 100 different
searching parties were organized
and combed the Clear Lake region ·
for the suspected treasure. But as far
as is known, no trace was found of it,
and "Old Ben" carried the secret to
his unmarked grave.
Mr. Kipp , Lafitte's schooner cook ,
also was suspected· of having buried
a fortune of pirate treasure, but that
was over at Kemah. Many people
have dug for gold on his place, and it
is said that three different stratas of
crude civilization were unearthed in
the shell bank of his land . He is
remembered by Mrs. Goodrich, Mrs.
Larrabee , and three older members

of the Palms family; one of the five
families who lived in the neighborhood half a century ago.
"Kipp was an old, old fellow when
he died, after the Civil War," said Ed
Palms, the oldest of the brothers.
"We knew him well; he ran a
schooner in his latter years. We saw
many people looking for gold around
Kipp's place after he dieq. His
descendants still live at Kemah, on
the place he developed, which formerly was known as the Kipp place."
A. Palms, father of the three
brothers, landed on the old Morris
(now Peden) place in 1836, comir:ig ·
from New York on a three-masted
schooner. Clear Lake, by th~ way, was
much deeper in those days than it is
now, they say. A line of big schooners
later ran regularly between the lake
and Galveston. The Palms brothers
ran a produce boat on that route
themselves for 25 years.
After looking over South Texas,
· their father returned North, and
came back with his family about 51
years ago. His three sons now have a
grocery store on the Clear Lake road.
across the street from the Seabrook
railway station. They say their uncle,
J.P. Palms, ran ·a grocery store a.t
Harrisburg before the battle of San
Jacinto.
"Our father," they · said, "met
Lafitte's man, Taylor, on his first visit
here. He also knew Ritson Morris,
and told us many interesting things
about the old Morris place. When
Morris was here deer, buffalo, wild
hogs and other big game were abundant around the lake . Father said
Morris became known as a great
wild hog killer."
There is another treasure legend
connected indirectly with the Morris
era of the lake estate, which was
recalled by the Palms hrothers and
Mrs. Goodrich.
URING the battle of San
D
Jacinto , so the story goes ; two
Mexican soldiers were seen fleeing
the battlefield, carrying a box. Some
Texans took after them, and chased
them to a quicksand marsh at the
head of Clear Lake. There they saw
the Mexicans sink out of sight with .
their burden in the quicksand. At or

about this time also a strange ship
was seen putting out of Clear Lake
and sailing away.
It is not doubted by men who
have studied the subject that Santa
Anna carried a large quantity of gold
and jewels along with him in his
i'nvasion of Texas. Whatever became
of this treasure never has been determined conclusively, but the theory of
this story is that Santa Anna, facing
defeat , dispatched trusted soldiers
away with the wealth, in a preconceived effort to get it back safely to

Mexico, via the strange boat waiting
in Clear Lake.
"Well,'' said Mrs. Goodrich, "after
the battle, Deaf Smith and a detachment of Texas soldiers stopped at the
Morris place for dinner on their way
to Velasco, whither they were taking
Santa Anna for deportation back to
Mexico. Santa Anna was disguised,
and none of my family knew his
identity, until something happened. ·.
"There was a servant named
Savannah in the house, and also a
very talkative parrot . During the

The Village
Hair Shop
. A FULL SERVICE SALON

Hairstyles for the entire family!
WALK-INS WELCOME

474-9711
Open Mon.-Fri. 9:00-6:00

Sat. 9:00-4:00

1422 Bayport Blvd. (Hwy 146)
2 Blocks NQrth of NASA One

MELBA R. HELD, Owner
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meal the parrot became impatient
for its dinner, and began calling
'Savannah! Savannah!' to the servant.
"Grandfather Morris noticed that
the Mexican prisoner jumped and
squirmed nervously at the parrot's
calling, which did sound somewhat
like 'Santa Anna.' He remarked aside
to Deaf Smith, 'That man must be
Santa Anna.'
" 'Yes, it is,' Smith told him confidentially, 'but my men don't know
and I'm afraid if they found it out
they'd kill him.' "

The sequel to this story, which has
come down through the old settlers,
was related by Mr. Palms: Later, on
the same date at midnight each year,
the ghost of Santa Anna, minus his
head, has ridden a white horse
silently across Taylor Bayou and the
old Morris estate, at the head of a
troop of silent ghostly Mexican soF
diers. It is a kind of legend of Sleepy
Hollow. The purpose of the spectral
cavalcade supposedly was to recover
the lost treasure of Santa Anna.
'

~~HALL'S
~INSURANCE
DICKINSON
Citizens State Bank Bldg.

337-2516

WEBSTER/CLEAR LAKE

LEAGUE CITY

Bay Area Bank & Trust Bldg.

217 East Main
332-3413

332-3416

SERVING THE YACHTING
INTERESTS OF TEXAS BOATERS
FOR OVER A DECADE!
To Subscribe call (713)

334- 2202

USE YOUR VISA or MASTERCARD
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"A NOLD INDIAN trapper called
ii.John claimed to have seen the
apparition one night, and it scared
him almost to death. Whether it was
he that originated the legend I don't
know."
Mrs. Goodrich, commenting upon
the vision of Indian John, of whom
she knew, remarked that he must
have b~en drinking too much fire
water that night.
The story of the gold buried on '
the now Peden place by Gregory is
considered doubtful by some, by ·
reason of the fact that during his last
years Gregory appeared to be quite
poor.
"I knew Gregory well," said Mr.
Palms. "He was a wholesale grocer
and was considered very wealthy
when he bought the place from
· Morris, some years before the Civil
War. He made a plantation of the
land and had a number of slaves. He
traveled considerably with his family
before their estrangement, and spent
all his money on them, it was said."
However, it seems that Gregory
became very bitter toward his family,
who deserted him and neglected
him. Both, Mr. Palms and Mrs.
Goodrich agreed that he might have
pretended poverty on their account,
taking the secret of his money to the
grave rather than let them get it.
Many have believed that he buried
some gold, and many have dug for it.
Mr. Bracewell has heard that several
sums of money were found in tin
cans hidden about the house.
Gregory spent his last days alone
in the old house, it is said, and died
suddenly from causes that never
were determined. ·
Before the present routes to Clear
Lake and Seabrook were established,
there was a road leading there from a
point on the Houston-Galveston
route, near - the present site of
Webster. The Gregory road, as it
was known, has not been used for
many years, but old settlers still
remember it.
It was away back yonder, probably
during the Gregory ownership,
according to Mr. Bracewell, when
the place got the reputation of a
haunted house.

HE OLD HOUSE already was
T
surrounded by a rather somber
atmosphere, due to the stories of the

then ventured cautiously upstairs.
"There he found the 'haunts.' They
were the earthly remains of two
goats that had go't into the house

AB for the jeweler story, it is true to
the extent that the jeweler left his
stock of valuables at the Gregory
place when he went to war, according to Mrs. Goodrich. Mr. Bracewell
heard that he buried it in a barrel on
the place.
"The
jeweler
was . Tom
Thompson," she said. "He lived in
Houston and had a summer home
across Taylor Bayou from Gregory.
When Thompson entered the Civil
War he brought all his stock of jewelry down and left it with Gregory
for safe keeping. I saw it; it was in a
great big casket, and it was the most
wonderful sight I ever had seen during my short life.

pirates, of the servant who was killed
by either Roach or Taylor, of the
hanging of the cattle rustler, and of
the killing of another man in ·a duel,
fought in the main room of the house
during Gregory's days. A large dark
blood splotch near the fireplace, visible until the house was torn down, is
said to have marked the place where
he died.
"Then, during a period when no
one was staying at the house,
passersby reported that they had
seen faces moving in the windows· of
an attic room, and heard noises as of
persons moving about therein. The
house sat some little distance back
THOMPSON came back
· after the war, got his jewelry,
from the road, but near enough for
and took it back to Houston. Later he
them to be certain of these faces and
noises.
moved to Galveston. I remember he
used to give his wife big, flashy'dia"The superstition spread over the
countryside; others came to investimonds and insist upon her wearing
·gate, and they, too, saw the faces
them all the time."
About 15 years ago a Houston
moving before the windows and
white man, accompanied by a Negro,
heard the noises. The place became
notorious for its 'haunts,' and people
came to the Peden place and asked
for permission to camp on the lake
avoided it as though it were a pest
WC. Bracewell owned a place front. Permissiqn was given and they
house. Then passing its forbidding
precincts they _shuddered and
adjoining the Peden estate and pitched a tent there. Their constant
spurred their horses to a run.
· looked after the latter for about . confinements to the tent aroused Mr.
Bracewell's curiosity, and his curiosi"Finally, months later, the owner of
three years, beginning in 1907.
ty became a suspicion when at
the house returned. He had heard of
length he saw them come out at dusk
the ghost scare, and entered with
trepidation. Apprehensively he somehow, and unable to get out, had and move about the place carrying a
· stick-like object.
·
explored the downstairs rooms, and starved to death."

"BUT
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"What's the idea?" he demanded. a faithful servant to a former owner·
of the place, and that as a reward for
"What's that thing you have there?"
"It's fishing tackle," they replied. ''A the servant's fidelity he had left
fishing rod. We're preparing to go . directions to some money which he
had buried on the place.
fishing."
.
The pair were ordered off the
But Mr. Bracewell had seen divining or "witch" rods before. He went premises, but the Negro begged for
· to the tent and looked in. He saw permission to continue the search.
"I'll give you half of all we find,"
that they had dug a deep, broad pit
he promised.
inside.
The plea and the offer had no
An-explanation was demanded
and they confessed that they were effect and they departed . Later a
looking for buried gold. A relative of lawyer came down, saying he reprethe Negro, they explained, had been sented_them. He spent the day there

trying to persuade Mr. Bracewell to
let them continue diggi_n g on the
place for the buried gold. He offered
to split any money he found three
ways - a third for the Negro, a third
for himself and a third for Mr.
Bracewell.
Finally Mr. Peden gave them permission just to pacify the Negro and
they dug
over the place, fixing the
location of their operations with the
aid .of a divining rod. Other digger~
came and searched for the money,
but all of them said they ·found nothing.

the third house that has stood on the
site, counting the log cabin of
\ Lafitte's men, which was built there
1 about 106 years ago.
"I had it rebuilt during the World
War," said Mr. Peden. "The new
house is almost a duplication of the
old one, patterned after its plan, with
some additions and improvements.
Considerable of the .sturdy hewn
cypress timbers of the old building
were used again in this one."

Meador Partners, LTD .
wishes to thank the people of
Seabrook for a successful
year of growth.

HE BEAUTY of the Peden place
T
never fails to arrest the eye of the
traveler who sees it from the shell

house is flanked its entire length by a
veranda overlooking the water.
South of the house, the ground sinks
down to a lowland somewhat suggestive of a sunken garden with all
its foliage and trees, along Taylor
Bayou. A private pier runs out to a
boathouse over the lake. The place is
protected from storms by a private
little seawall, built of concrete, about
6 feet high. The house itself is specially braced and built to withstand
any storm that might assail it,
There are nine airy rooms in the
house, including those in two
upstairs sections, one on each end of
the house. A sitting room and a
library, when thrown together by
means -of French doors, make a room
48 feet long by 18 feet wide. This is
used for the frequent dances and
parties that are given here. There are
four large fireplaces in the house.
Throughout the house are objects
of antique interest: closets of rare old
china, painted crockery and dishes; ·
Mexican pottery, a giant blue-flowered punch bowl, a brace of convivial old German steins; two large,
elaborate candle holders; quaint old
copper, brass and silver vessels,
including a brass servant's bell which
was dug out of the ground and polished up for use; an ancient serving
perambulator or the wagon; oddlooking cut-glass vessels.
In the library are shelves of inviting books, containing sea stories, histories, geographies, romances old
and recent, and much forgotten lore:
Here also will be found two of those
essentials of the old-time parlor,
stereoscopes, with a goodly supply

Our commitment is to make
this -a better place to live,
work andplay.
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road that winds around the meandering shore of Clear Lake. But
much of the real cha,rm of the estate
is hidden from the road. The house
sits back about the length of a city
block from the highway, behind
trees. It is approached by a curving
shell drive . .
A carpet of well-mown grass covers the undulating ground surround:.
ing the house. There ar~ trees of
many sorts. Some of them were
transplanted from various for.e ign
lands. The shrubbery is arranged
with the artistry of the landscape
architect. Altogether the grounds
give the impression of a _sort of fairyland, the kind of retreat where wood
nymphs might foregathet to perform
their dances. The estate extends
back across the road for almost a
mile w~stward, along Taylor Bayou.
The lake front commands a view
that casts the spell of the sea upon
the beholder.
''A man drove in from the road one
day recently," said Mr. Harvin, "and
asked if he might enjoy the seascape
from our vantage point. He looked
out across the water and around the
surrounding country, and fin ally said
to me: 'I've been traveling all over
America just seeing the country. I've
seen practically all the noted places
of beauty in the land, but never have
I seen a water view of more ravishing loveliness than you have here.' "
The house is not the same old box
edifice that the Morrises, the
Gregorys and the Allens lived in. It is

ERCHED at the brow of the
P
slope leading down to the lake,
the broad side of the long, ramblil)g

of views.
There are enough chairs - mostly
old and comfortable - to accommodate probably three-score guests at a
sitting, and about .that many have
been entertained here on numerous
occasions.
UT the most interesting thing
B
inside the house is the guest
book.
It was the custom of visitor-s to the
old house, Mr. Peden has written on
an introductory page of this volume,
to register their names, with. dates
and informative notations of their
visits, on the doors, windows, frames,
mantels, walls and every other suitable surface. These registrations
were thick all over the house when
Mr. Peden bought "The Lake.'' Some
. of them dated back as far as 1864

-during the Civil War - and many
others, faded and indistinguishable,
might have dated back even further.
All of these autographs and nota tions Mr. Pe~en copied in the guest
book, which he had bound specially
for the purpose. Copying particularly
interesting signatures, he imitated.the
handwriting as nearly as possible.
And since then , for about 20 years,
the guests at the Peden place have
been registering in the guest book. .
It might almost be called a social
register of Houston, so many promi:
nent people of this city have signed
in it. With their signatures, they and
visitors From various other parts of
the country have made interesting
notations of the .parties, fishing trips
and other functions in which they
have participated while there. .
There , are many long lists of

BARFOOT CHIROPRACTIC CLINIC
"Taking the Pain out of Living"
• Auto Accidents

• Headact)es

• On-The Job Injuries • Sciatica
• Marine Accidents
Hours:

Monday thru Friday
9:00-12:00 & 2:00-6:00
Saturday 9:00-1 :oo ·

• Other Spine-Related
Conditions
1418 Hwy. 146

474-7725

Seabrook
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EVERY ASPECT OF YOUR DAILY LIFE?
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1301 4TH STREET
SEABROOK, TX 77 586

Mya' s Touch Boutique
GREAT SUMMER FASHIONS
& ACCESSORIES

Specializing in:
• "COLOR ME COTTON"
• "BILA"
• PANAMA HATS
• GUAT. BELTS & SASHES
. Tues.-Sat. 10-5 • Sun. 12-5
VISA, MC, AMEX, DISC.

999 Hall St.
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FAYE TYLER
Owner

Cll'n Counf'l-y c:/fttlc
·909 Hall
Seabrook, TX 77586
(713) 474-9253

Great Gift Items!
Antiques, Collectables
Hand Painted Clothing

Jewelry, Pottery
Dolls, Collars ·
Children's Denims etc.

Cappucino Bar & Gallery
• Coffee • Desserts • Fine Crafts • Pottery Classes
11-10 Tuesday-Sunday

· 1402 5th Street
Seabrook, TX 77586

Commercial & Investment

Box 429 / 1105A 2nd. St. ·
Seabrook, TX 77586
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474-3249
• PHOTOGRAPHY & ARTWORK
• GIFTS AND ACCESSORIES
• CUSTOM FRAMING AT
AFFORDABLE PRiCES

Rick Harral Real Estate
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Richard'w. Harral
LCDR
USNR
Res. 713/474-3749
Off. 71.3/474-5303
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Scabrqok is rich in hinory since the
early \8001. Thcpla1for thc·toWns ite
of263 ac. called Sc.brook wu filed in
1895!,y Seabrook W. Symi«. In 1930
a highway bridge was buill to take the
place oC • hand-cranked fe:-ry boat
bctwc:cn Seabrook and Kemah .In 196 I , .
the ye.tr Hurricane Cuts hit &. almo!I!
wiped OUI the city , NASA announced
its location 3 miles from Seabroolr..
Growth of Old Scabrodc, a local aru
&. antique colony has been remar\ ______
able. We arc proud of oor chamung
-----
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1101 Second Street · Seabrook, TX 77586
(71~) 474-4248

MINT CONDITION HERB FARM
AND EMPORIUM

ffeJlb,

I

?lJ
FRA]\1E SHOP

1105 SECOND ST.
SEABROOK, TX 77586
713-474-4016
Hours 10:30 - 5:30

TUES.-SAT.

&hops
1A. Another Era
909 Hardesty - 474-7208
Primitives, linens, collectibles
Tues.-Sat. 10:30-5, Sun. 1-5
1a. Recycled Memories
909 H:desty - 474-7208
Vintag , classic & design clothes
Tues.-Sat. 10:30-5, Sun. 1-5
2. Brown's Browse In Antiques
1114 Hardesty - 474-2778
Fine antique furniture (misc.)
Tues.-Sat. 11-5 some Sundays
3. Carousel Antiques
1006 Meyer at 4th - 474-5955
Fine & casual china & glassware
Wed.-Sat. 11-4
·
4. Count~ Attic ·
4th & all - 474-9253
Boutique Items & gifts
Tues.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 1-5
5. Faulkner's Cappuclno Bar &
Gallei
1402 th. St. - 474-3249
Coffee, desserts, fine crafts
Tues.-Sat. 11-5, Sun. 1-5
6. Fluffy Stuff Bout11ue
1426 Hwy. 146 - 4 4-9466
Ladies ready-to-wear & accessories
Mon.-Sat. 10-6
7. Gateways Metaphysical Book
Store
1405 Lidstone - 474-4455
Tapes, jewelry, incense & gifts
Tues-Fri. & Sun. 12-5, Sat. 10-6
8. Greenfleld Interiors
1502 2nd - 474,-4300
Antiques, boutique, interior design.
Appointments preferred
10. Jan Garber Studio
2517 NASA 1 - 326-3055
Fine art & sculpture school
Tues.-Sat. 1-6

11. Lois M. Designs

1

2200C Bayport - 474-3471
Wearable art & jewelry
Mon.-Fri. 9-5:30, Sat. 9:30-4
)
12. Marilyn's Antiques
1401 2nd - ,474-4359
Fine furniture
Tues:-sat. 10-5
13A. Memories Yesterdaf. & Today
902 Hardesty - 47 4- 112
Antiques, collectibles & gifts
Tues.-Sat. 10:30-5, Sun. 1-5
13B. Just Like Grandma's
913 Hardesty
Antiques, Furniture & Gifts
Tues.-Sat. 10:30-5, Sun. 1-5
14A. Mint Condition Herb Emporium
909 Hall St. • 47 4-3640
Herb pants, tea5, bod<s, garden c1:e.
Tues.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12-5
14B. Mint Condition Learning Center
909 Hall St. - 474-3640
\
Cooking, gardening & herb craftingclasses
14c. Personal Effects & Gifts
4th & Hall - 474-4257
•Aromatherapy" products, r.andles &gi1t
baskets; Tues.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12-5
15. Mi a's Touch
41 & Hall• 474-4514
Boutique, Southwestern wear & acc.
Tues.-Sat. 10-5, Sun. 12-5
16. Oak Grove Antl~ues
1305 2nd St. - 4 4- 7268
Fine antique furniture, collectibles.&
gifts • Tues.-Sat. 11-5, Sun. 1-5
1
17. Old Seabrook Antiques Mall
Meyer at 4th St. - 474-4451
A multi -dealer shop
Tues.-Sat. 11-5
18. "Only Uman·
1509 2nd St.· 474-5557
Beach, swim & sunwear
Tues. - Sat. 10-5

19. The Picket Fence

21.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3010 Hwy 146 - 474-4845
Country antiques & a bit of.everything • Mon.-Thur. & Sat. 10-5
Red Door Emporium
1409 2nd St. · 474-7730
Fine antiques & silver
Thur.-Sat. 10-5, Sun 12-5
Seabrook House of Flowers
2200 B Bayport - 474-5321
Gift shop & full-service florist
Mon.-Fri. 8-5:30, Sat. 8-2
Seabrook Produce
1425 Hwy 146 - 474-2417
Open-air farmers market
Mon.-Sat. 8-dark, Sun. 10-dark
Seaside Gallery & Frame
1105 2nd St.· 474-4016
Art, nautical items & custom framing
Tues.-Sat. 10:30-5:30
·
,
The Shell Lady
18141st St. - 474-9016
Shells, coral & jewelry
Thur.-Sat. 10-5:30
Space City Screen Graphics
2200C Bayport 474~3471
Screen printing, ad specialties &Tshirts- Mon-Fri 9-5:30, $at 9:30-4:00
Sue's Art, Antiques & More
3902 NASA Ad. 1 • 326-1855
Furniture, glas_
sware, art classes
Tues.-Sat. 11 :30-5:30
Texas General Store
2200 A Bayport - 474-2882
Dried flowers, wreaths & potpourri
Mon.-Sat. 10-6
Town'N Count7: Anti~ue Co-op
913 Hardesty - 74-27 9
Antique Furnishings & Accessories
Open Tues.-Sat. 11-5, Sun 1-5

Loe18in8
31. High Tide

Water Front Dr. 713-474-2042
861 -9492 · Bed & Breakfat waterfront cottage. Open all year.

Qestaurantil
32. Chatchawal's Bay Thal

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

1101 Second St.- 713-474-4248
Thai cuisine served in the charm of
a -19201s house overlooking ~ack Bay.
Lun~h: Tliles.-Fri. - Dinner: Tues-Sat.
Neptune Subs
1917 Hwy 146 · 474-3973
Soup, salads, baked potatoes &
"real" submarine sandwiches.
Mon.-Fri. 10-9, Sat. 9-9
Old Victorian Tea Room
913 Meyer - 474-7274
~~ches, catering, '1ake a step back
in time": Tues.-Fri. 11 -2
Regatta Inn
Seabrook Shipyard - 474-3432
O_pen for lunch & dinner every day
Marlo's
1304 Bayport - 474-5103
Italian cuisine, pizza & salad
Open 7 days a week
Frank's Shrimp Hut
Corner of Hwy 146 & NASA Rd. 1
474-5701
Breakfast & full seafood menu
· Tues.-Sun. 6-9:30
Tookle's Restaurant
1202 Bayport - 474-3444
Specialty hamburgers & full service
since 1975 - Sun.-Thur. 11-9,
Fri.-Sat.11 am-10pm

&rvice.s
20. Qulk Shot Photograph,.
1108 N. Meyer Ave. - 4 4-5674
Weddings, portraits, processing &
supplies
22. Screen Play.
1509 2nd St. - 474-9225
Custom silkscreen printing .
Mon.-Fri. 9-5
·
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names comprising happy parties;
one, for instance, of Mrs. Sam Allen's
party, July 27, 1890, containing about
50 names. This list was written on
the rear door of Room 2.
OMANCES, loves and even
Ryouthful
jealousies ·are hinted in
comments and remarks jotted in this
book by the registrants. Some of
those romances long since have
bloomed into matrimony. Youngsters
sometimes took it upon themselves

to chronicle in the book their fishing
trips, boat rides, bathing parties and
dances at "The Lake." In their chroniclings they perpetuated a breath of
the spirit of the joyful occasions.
Mr. Peden himself has kept a sort
of diary of events in the book,
recording many of the pleasant times
at "The Lake.'' From his writings it is
evident that no one has derived more
pure enjoyment from the various
attractions of the place than he himself has got from the peace and idyllic serenity of the sylvan retreat, sur-

1202BAYPORTBLVD.
SEABROOK, TX

74-344
SERVING SE~BROOK
SINCE 1975
"ENOUGH SAID"@

SUNDAY-THURSDAY
11 A.M.-9 P.M..
· FRIDAY-SATURDAY
11 A.M.-10 P .M.

Llewelyn-Davies Sahni
,..'Ii•«-. ~:J~~n
-,.

• _

.....

Hong Kong

Urban Design
Planning
Landscape Architecture
Health Facilities Planning
Project Management
Architecture

1990 Post Oak Blvd .. St<.'. 1200, Ilouston. TPxas 77056 (713) 850-1500
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rounded by his family and friends.
Through the terrific storm of 1915
the Peden family was in the old
house and they thought it would be
blown away. Mr. Peden has related
the event in the guest book in such
graphic language that one almost
feels the storm again to read it.
Small children and babies, unable
to write, frequently were registered
in the guest book by someone drawing the outline of one of their hands
or feet on a page, and writing th~ir
names within the outline. Later, a·s
they grew, they would write their
names in the wobbly characters of
small tots, and still later, in the firm
flowing hand of youth and maturity.
Thus, Miss Stella Peden is registered
in the book by marks graduating
through all the stages from infancy to
grownup young womanhood.
One of _the most interesting
records of Miss Ione Peden's many
visits to "The Lake" is the lifesize
drawing in the book of a large redfish, ·which she proudly proclaimed
was caught by herself in the lake at
the mouth of Taylor Bayou, athwart
the Peden estate.

Depression;_ Era Bennett Sisters
·.Good Role Models for Recyclers
By Mary Sue Anton
Cizens of Seabrook are proud to

LD RESIDENTS of the vicinity
O say
that the grounds of the
Peden estate have been dug up from
center to circumference during the
past 100 years in search of the various ·alleged ~tores of hidden treasure;
but if any of the hunters were successful they have kept the fact from
general circulation. Perhaps it is as
well so, for thus is preserved the
mystery that gives the place one of
its most potent charms; an allure that
makes one itch to dig it up all over
again.
Of course, buried treasure stories are usually discounted about 99 percent; but they are none the less
intriguing for all that. Indeed, the
uncertainty of it adds a certain tantalizing appeal. Who knows but that
some day a fabulous trove of gold
and precious gems may yet be
unearthed here? A homely old adage
says that "where there's much smoke,
there's some fire," and there's a regular smokescreen of buried treasure
lore hovering over "The Lake.''
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be recycling and teaching their children valuable lessons of frugality and
stewardship of the land. Seabrook's
Bennett sisters, now in their 70s and
80s, and millions of Americans oftheir era, learned to scrimp early off
- .out of
necessity.
Seabrook is to
be commended for educating its citizens
about conserving natural
resources;
especially the
irreplaceable
ones.And we
can all learn
about recycling from
the Bennetts.
Although
Seabrook has ·
had several drop-off centers in the
past, as of 1991 residents are recycling aluminum cans, plastics and
newspapers in a curbside program.
Seabrook's customer service department says that a lot of people are
very much in favor of recycling.
For many ,townspeople, especially
the younger generation who have
grown up in an er~ of prosperity and
. seemingly plentiful resources, recycling is a unique idea, something
new on the block. But not so for our
older residents. They remember days
gone by, during the Great Depres sion, when recycling was a matter of
daily survival. Sacrificing for the war
.
effort, as mandated by the government during World War ii, meant
using the family car one more year,
or ·retreading chancy tires running
on the rim.
Residents who grew up in the '30s
and '40s will tell you there wasn't

I

.I
_much left over to recycle in those
bleak days, or even later, when
rationing of sugar, butter and meat
went into effect. Rather than worry
about limitations of Mother Earth;
mothers were counting heads
around the table, with one eye on
"limitations" of the soup kettle.

recreation for the Bennetts wasn't
gymnastics or hanging out at the
mall. Rather, it might have been
helping to stock shelves or measure
out sugar and flour in the family grocery store Or combing the house for
five pennies to buy a scoop of handcranked ice cream at Mrs. Chapline's
small cafe
right down the
street.
Genevieve
Bennett Curry,
with neatly
coiffed, snowwhite hair, sits
in her comfortable,
. sprawling
bungalow
one-half
. block from
Galveston Bay.
A twinkle in
her eye
announces she
Mr. and Mrs. W.C . Bennett, is proud of her 85 years. Genevieve
moved with her parents to Seabrook
Edwin Bennett, twins and Ruthie
in 1918. Older than the other three
Bennett sisters by at least 15 years,
Come along with us and take a she served as a second mother to her
stroll several generations back. Get a· sisters while her parents ran t he
glimpse of how it was in America - store.
and Seabrook - during the Great
The first store, where "the twins"
Depression, when times were hard were born in the rear living quarters,
and there was very little disposable was located at ,the corner of today's
income for most folks. Or reminisce Second Street and Moskowitz, now
-about World War II, when the num- home of a graphics arts business .
ber of stamps in a ration book deter- Ferry Road was the name of the
mined the menu for supper. Back street then, actually two shell "ruts."
then , people didn't have to go to a Remnants of the old ferry itself,
workshop on recycling. It was a way which carried vehicles across the
of life. It was a time when stretching creek,· dis.appeared during a rather
resources was essential to having recent hurricane.
food to· eat and clothing on their
Youngest daughter Ruth Helen
backs , and absolutely nothing was Bennett was born in 1925 at the famthrown away.
ily store's second location at Second
Let the Bennetts relate how it was and Hardesty, now occupied by Bay
growing up in Seabrook in a simpler Area Custom Upholstery. By this
time. How it was that after school, _ time , Genevieve was married to
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Later, Genevieve would buy the
fam ily's third store on Cook Street,
renamed Curry's (today's Tookie's
general offices). In the late 'S0s,
Gene vieve's Lake Road property,
where she and Adolph had built a
three-room house for $144, increased

in value when NASA Road 1 went in.
The Currys had three daughters and
a son , Adolph "Fella-," who owned
Curry's Sporting G oods on NASA
Road 1 before he opened a store in
Alaska. Genevieve has 14 grandchildren and 19 great-grandchildren .
One daughter, Genny, is married to
former Seab ro o k mayor, Bi ll
Dickerson.
The Be nnet t sisters remember
their parents toiling long hours to generate enough profit to pay the Wf-\olesalers and have en9ugh left to care for
four daughters and one son, Edwin.
Another son, Guy, had died in infancy.
The crowning blow was Mr. Bennett's
death in 1936, which left his wife the
burden of running the store and rearing the children. With 10 million
unemployed in 1939, the Depression
really didn't end unti l World War II
pumped up the economy.
Money had al ways bee n t ight.
However, Mrs. Bennett stretched her
resources and was "a stickler for
educating her children ." The reason
Pictured left to right: Dorothy Bennett Elder, Ruth Helen Bennett, Genevieve quit high school in her
Genevieve Bennett Curry and Doris Bennett Hester. Photo by Mary senior ye ar was bee a use; as she
sheepishly admits, she wanted to play
Sue Anton
ball. Pract ice d ismissal coincided
.with bus t.ime, so her mother's rule of
not wearing pants on the school bus
(this was in the mid-'20s) meant that
Genevieve would have to drop out of
GENERAL DENTISTRY
baseball. So, she quit school instead .
. . it is hard to find a tomboy in this
.AFFORDABLE SENSITIVE CARE
genteel lady, ·who is Seabrook's oldest living past PTA president.
Boocilng : g:~~~~enm
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ASK ABOUT OUR
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"baby" of the family, offers coffee
IN-HOUSE DENTAL PLAN
Near Krogers in Seabrook
and cookies from pretty china . As
the conversa tion turns to the
Depression , Ruth, says, "We were
poor, extremely poor. Mo.m was a
determined person - she taught us
music and she made a living .
Everybody else in town who was
poor got relief, but we didn't get
• MUFFLERS
FOREIGN & DOMESTIC
relief" Ruth admits they had a fairl y
• CUSTOM PIPE
• CARS • TRUCKS
new house the ir father had built
• VANS • RV's
BENDING
2205 NASA Rd. 1
before he died and that it was a lot
• DUAL EXHAUST
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better than most people's houses.
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So , while the Bennetts did not ,
CONVERTERS
like some desperate people, have to
• OIL& LUBE
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live in a "Hooverville," times were
• AC-HEATER
SATURDAY 8-2
hard. Ruth re calls a Christmas Eve
• MINOR & MAJOR
AUTO REPAIRS
when their mother, short on money,
Adolph Curry, whose grandfathe r
practiced medicine in Seabrook. In
the early years, Adolph fished and
"opened oysters." She says they were
so poor the first year they lived off a
diet of sweet potatoes donated from
the garden of a kind neighbor.
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went down to Mrs. Chapman's Store
and found some great big dolls cheap
because the faces were cracked.
Doris Be nnett Hester, first-born
twin, confesses she figured out the
identity of Santa upon 9iscovering a
hidden set of pretty dishes . Their
resourceful mother had saved and
coun ted o ut enough premium
coupo ns to g ive her daughters a
Merry Christmas.
Doris is married to Joe Hester, an
environmentalis t and .wildflower/
coastal flora devotee, whose nursery
was recently purchased by the city
of Seabrook for a nature preserve.
His wife, casually dressed with neady
cropped hair, is the talker of the family. .The Hesters have two daughters
and three granddaughters.
So, how did your mother keep you
in clothing? Doris says Ruth
Ballentine made them fi ve dresses
each a year. In addition, their mother
recycled feed and sugar sacks to
make other dresses and bed
sheets.o n her treadle sewing
machine. (The Bennetts still have the
machine, purchased by their mother
around 1918.) Doris swears she didn't
know there were any sheets without
' a seam down the middle until she
was grown . Ruth adds , "I never got
any ne w clo the s since I used the
twins' hand-me-downs. But at least I
got two."
Many ch ild ren of th is era wore
sized-down dresses and made-over
coats. Some indus trious mothers
lined coats with worn blankets. And
what child of the Depression does
not still save old rags , chipped dishes
and rubberbands?
Ruth recalls going barefoot, even to
school , "because we wanted to." On
the other hand, Doris, born two years
earlier, says, "Oh no, it was because
we had to." She says they had to be
careful and save, for church, the one
pair of shoes that was supposed to last
them all -year. Mrs. Bennett would go
to Mrs. Chapman's and get each child a
pair of shoes for 50 cents, on credit.
Many a Depression-era reader will
recall the embarrassment of having to
sit in stocking feet waiting for a pair of
shoes to be resoled; or can still hear
the clickety-click of metal taps, a shoesaving device our parents dreamed up

as they struggled to get by.
Ruth says that church was her
mother's life and they went to church
"every time the door opened," even
in bad weather. Laughing, the four
daughters say that today they are all
"just as bad as she was , or worse"

about going to church, all active
memhers of a Pentecostal church.
Second-born twin Dorothy Bennett
Elder, spiffy with earrings and bubbly hairdo, says that her granddaughter asks, "Why do we have to go to
church _so much?" Dorothy and her
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husband Warren live in Cuero, Texas.
Their daughter and her husband
have two children.
The sign "Budwiser" appearing 'in
a photo of the second store surprises
the writer. Doris stresses it had to
have been a nonalcoholic drink since
"We were Christians who didn't
believe in drinking." On fact, the
Volstead Act had been passed in
1918, and Prohibition did not end
until 1933.)
At one point their father built a
church behind their house. A popu-

lar Houston minister of the era,
Raymond T. Richey, had prayed over
brother Edwin's pigeon-toes, which
were causing him trouble walking.
The toes straightened out, say the
Bennetts, so Mr. Bennett built
a"tabernacle," which became a main
attraction in Seabrook. With Mr.
Bennett leading the singing and Mrs.
Bennett at the piano, Genevieve
would play the violin and "the Pell
boys" sometimes played the trumpet .
With little to do, people cam·e out of
curiosity and eventually joined in. "It
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was just something to go to ," says
Ruth.
Before the Community House was .
built, the library was used for dances,
plays and · 5-cent mov ie s . I n
Depression days , Saturday w as
known as "Buffalo nickel day." The
Bennetts also recall ·womenless weddings, a Tom Thumb wedding, and
even funerals. The r e was n o
Seabrook-Kemah channel then i"s o
the creek was the swimming hole
where ''kids" learned to swim . The
grammar school sidewalk , at today's ·
City Hall, was used for hopscotch,
marbles, jacks, "mummy peg" and
roller ·skating. Halloween pranks
were turning over outhouses, dragging limbs into the road, and taki~g
apart or moving playground equipment.
With no Big Mac hamburgers or
pizza delivery - and no money anyway - the Bennetts and other neighborhood kids used towsacks to catch
crawfish and boiled them in a can
over an open fire outside. Doris says
that boys used to hunt with rifles and
parents would cook whatever they
brought home - possum , squirrel,
birds and rabbits - b e caus e "we
needed the food ."
In these good old days , do ctors
came a distance to make house calls
and deliver babi es at home . "We
didn't go to a. doctor - not much."
Probably due to sheer lack of money,
most parents relied on home remedies. Doris recalls th at her father put
a spoonful of sugar into kerosene as
a cure for croup . Later, G ene vieve
would treat her own childre n's
coughs with sugar laced with a few
drops of whiskey. When Dorothy
developed diphtheria, the n owdefunct quarantine sign was posted
in the yard to warn all passersby of
contagion.
The most exciting time in the
summertime was at 9 a.m. when the
train arrived and Mrs . Kellett would
wheel the mail bags in her cart to the
post office. Ruth says , "Lu ci lle
Brummerhop was the postmaster,
and the kids would go to the window
where she would have to fig ure out
whose kids they we re so she could
hand them the mail."
During the summer in the '30s,

the Public Works Administration,
one of the New Deal programs, hired
a Mrs. Bledsoe to teach arts and
crafts and organize games for children at the "school house." A Rev.
Carnes organized playnight for teens,
with shuffle board, baseball and
horseshoes. Tent revivals were
always popular, as was going out of
town for church youth rallies, and the
everexciting carnival which visited
regularly. Generally though, for
entertainment, young people would
congregate in homes and bring their
own musical instruments. The more
affluent-few in the Seab!'ook area,
say the Bennetts - tooi< tap dancing
or attended Girl Scout camp at Camp
· Tejas, over on Lake Road.
, After being schooled in the basics
of music by their mother, the
Bennetts, despite hard times , were
sent to Houston to take lessons .
Genevieve, violin; Dorothy, mandolin; Doris, piano; and Ruth, the
accordion. Doris says their mother,
who died at age 94 in 1982, only finished third grade but was self,.educated, and not only taught her children
music, but her grandchildren as well.
For Genevieve's lessons in The
Heights, she remembers taking "the
motor car," a commuter line belonging
to the Southern Pacific Railroad. One
of Interurban's Seabrook stops was a
tiny station called Surf Oaks, conveniently located for the use of SPRR's
president, William Burnett Scott.
Scott had built the mansion Deepend,
later known as Casa Mare and recently demolished by the Girl Scouts to
make way for a new structure.
Apparently, Mrs. Bennett's being
a"devout Christian" helped many
Seabrook families back in those
. gloomy days of the Great Depression
when 12 million Americans were
unemployed ..Men and women, with
a houseful of hungry children and no
food in the house, swallowed their
pride as Mrs. Bennett took her book
and jotted down the charge- for
another bottle of milk or loaf of
bread. She also fed hoboes who
came in off the train.
"She didn't have much, but she fed
them anyway," says Ruth. One time,
Ruth recalls, their mother had to borrow SO cents from a neighbor, Mrs.

Ballentine, so she could pay on a bill
to a salesman so he would deliver
more grocerie~. .
Doris says, "Momma would buy
on credit and she would sell on credit and those that she sold to didn't
always pay her. That was when we
were 9 or 10, and we all worked after
school a·n d after we got out of high
school. We finally paid up those
bills."
· Because Seabrook was in the
boonies at that time, the Bennetts
had no electri2ity or running water.
Coal oil lamps, sad irons and outhouses were prevalent. Mr. Ballentine delivered a chunk of ice daily
and lugged it all the way in to a
wooden ice box in the Bennetts'
kitchen. Fuel for cooking and heating was kerosene, coal or wood. With
no phones or air conditioning to
drown out voices , Ruth says she
communicated by whistling for her
friend Jane Ballentine, who lived
across the road. The Bennetts reflect
on how they survived· without air
conditioning.
In "her day," Genevieve hauled

drinking water in gallon syrup cans
from an artesian well several blocks
down the street. Rainwater collected
in a cistern provided water for
bathing, dishes and clothing, which
was scrubbed on a board and boiled
clean in a siz.able iron kettle with a fire
under it. A big stick was used to lift
the clothes up and down. A real energy saver - the Bennett sisters were on
the other end. Clothing was strung on
a line and removed when solar energy
had done its part . Ruth recalls that it
took two of them to push the lawnmower, another example of the
Bennetts' unknowingly saving fossil
fuels for future generations.
Both Doris and Dorothy 's husbands served during World War II.
Joe Hester was a seaman in the rnerc ha n t marine . Warren Elder, who
made the military his career for 20
years, was held as a prisoner of war
at one time.
_
One of the main things the
Bennetts recall about World War ii
were the black marketeers who took
business away from their struggling

continued page 27
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Bennett Sisters

well the future citizens of Seabrook
and of the world.

store. With foodstuffs directed to the
men fighting, staples such as meat,
coffee, butter, cheese and sugar w~re
rationed. Ruth says that people
would get mad because the store
would get two 5-pound bags of sugar
in and couldn't sell it to 40 people.
The Bennetts were now driving a
1937 Ford, pought secondhand after
a time of having no car at all. In
1942, when ration stamps were available, gas was 14 cents a gallon. To
conserve fuel , steel and rubber for
the war effort, Americans were
being advised to "not speed, swerve
corners, slam brakes or take needless
trips." Surely good advice for today's
young people. Other advice, bad
today, was, "Thumb rides!"
Towns were holding salvage drives
for tin cans, wastepaper, iron and
steel scraps. A Kleenex tissue ad
from this era suggests using just half
a tissue to "save material necessary
to help win the war." The pop-up box
was to eliminate wasting extra tissues. Another ad says, "Don't use
bleach if you c~n hang sheets in the
sun to dry." Well, maybe not in
·Seabrook!)
Valuable lessons came out of
America's worst depression and terrible war ... valuable lessons of frugality. The Bennetts all agree that
growing up during hard times made
its mark. As Ruth says, "I will go to
· the store and I am very careful."
On the other hand, Genevieve's
Seabrook daughter, Genny, thinks
growing up in the Beri'nett family
may have worked the .opposite with
her. She says she "gets rid of stuff."
Rather than save for a rainy day, she
tends to let someone else use what
she doesn't need. Still, as a true
Bennett, she admits that it used to
"kill her" to throw stuff out before
Seabrook started recycling.
All Seabrook residents, young and
old, can follow the lead of the
Bennetts as they conserve energy,
water, and other precious resources
for posterity. Turn off the lights.
Recycle that computer paper. Car
pool. The practice of frugarity and
stewardship of the land will serve

Mary Sue Anton is a free-lance writer
and a native Missourian. Having a great
interest in preserving family history, she
publishes a quarterly family newsletter.

continued from page· 25
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Compiling genealogy records of her
maternal grandparents' descendants is
her latest project. She and her husband,
. Arthur, who has practiced family medicine in Seabrook for 22 years, are parents of three grown children and are
grandparents of six-year-old Marta
Anton of Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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ELLAGO
·Past, Present and Future P~ospects ·.
By Glendora M. Hill

Some

people, viewing a history of ~
El Lago with a narrow perspective,
may well wonder if a city which was
only incorporated in 1962 can have a
history worth reviewing. It is impor- .
tant to remember, however, that a
history of El Lago encompasses an
·area of Harris County which has had
a long and distinguished past.
Certainly the area has been constantly inhabited since before
recorded history. As a city, El Lago is
an integral part of its surroundings
and its history must be considered in tating them might think again before
adopting such a drastic solution. The .
that context.
The two themes dominating the Coronks managed to survive the
history of the El Lago area are that it intrusion of white settlers until
has always been viewed as a place approximately 1844, when the rem· attractive for people to live, and that nants of the tribes fled into Mexico.
change has transformed it relatively • They left few traces of their pres quickly from primitive environment ence; primarily large heaps of shells
congenial to nomadic Indians to a that accumulated at their favorite
. developed area featuring a modern sites for finding shellfish over
lifestyle with a technological-indus- decades . White settlers later used
trial base. Yet its rustic appeal these shell middens for building
remains one of its most endearing foundations or road construction.
The arrival of Anglo settlers
qualities.
essentially
begins the recorded histoIn the early years of its history, the
ry
of
the
Clear
Lake area along with
area was a haven for roving bands of
all
of
Harris
County.
Of course, our
Karankawa Indians (or Coronks, as
history
is
closely
linked
to events in
they are also known) during the 17th
Galveston
County
as
well,
so it is difand 18th centuries. Their lives were
·simple but definitely not easy. They ficult to isolate the events contribut sustained themselves on small game, ing to the development of our area .
fish, shellfish, and whatever else the Most historians trace the earliest
natural resources of the coastal · area Anglo settlers to the year 1822, when
afforded. In case any of you are won- some 15 or 20 families established
-dering how they managed to survive residence on the San Jacinto River
the hordes of marsh mosquitoes dur- two or three miles above what is now
ing the summer months, they did so Highlands. From that point on, and
by smearing their bodies with thick especially with the establishment of
layers of animal fat and grease . The the Stephen F. Austin c;olony, settlers
resulting odor had the desired effect began. to populate the area. In an
of warding off mosquitoes - and in unpublished paper by Jean L.
addition probably deterred unwant- Epperson entitled "Ritson Morri s
ed visitors from approaching too and Elmwood Plantation, " we begin
closely Any of you ,considering imi- seeing evidence of significant home-
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stead establishments in the area.
According to this study,· Anson
Taylor, a frontiersman and possibly a
business associate of the pirate Jean
Lafitte, built a home at the mouth of
Taylor's Bayou on Clear Lake before
1830 . From these, humble beginnings, the Elmwood Plantation
emerged and prospered for many
years . Today, descendants of Ritson
Morris are respected citizens of the
Seabrook-Clear Lake area.
In the following years , grant settlements began appearing throughout the area. Many of the names are
now only recognizable to researchers. By 1824, boats began to regularly
risk the stump-infested waters of
Buffalo Bayou, transporting settlers
inland and foreshadowing a population growth that would soon make
the region one of the fastest growing
areas in the st~te. The April 1836 battle of San Jacinto and the winning of
Texas independence resulted in an
even greater influx of immigrants
and the founding of the · city of
Houston , which replaced Harrisburg
as the commercial center of the
region .
With Galyeston well-established as
a shipping center to the south and
Houston growing rapidly as an inland
marketing center to the north, the

.active center of business entertain- industry entered the picture, an
ment for groups of his fellow bufr event that would have momentous
nessmen. Miramichi, as Edward consequence for the future of the El
Peden renamed his summer home, lago and Clear Lake-Galveston Bay .
hosted large ·weekend parties of visi- area. Humble Oil and Refining
tors who hunted for treasure along Company purchased the Jim West
Clear Lake and Taylor Lake. Judge ranch. S~ddenly there was the possiJohn Grant Tod, his brother-in-law bility of a firm industrial base develCharles H. Milby and Andrew Dow oping in the region. Little happened
built summer homes along Todville until the late 1950s, when Humble's
Road in 1900 that still exist . Their leadership began to plan the future
friends and relatives added to the of the company's vast land holdings.
Humble commissioned a survey of
bayshore commt.mity
The advent of automobiles and the Humble Ranch properties from
gravel roads opened the area the Del E. Webb Corporation. In a
between Houston and Galveston series of complex agreements,
Humble donated 1,000 acres of its
Hous ton 's Forgotten Heritage: Bay and a major influx of weekend ranch holdings to Rice University,
Landscape, Houses, Interiors, pro- visitors. Sylvan Beach, a secluded which in turn offered the acreage to
vides insight into the recreational vacation spot in the 'late 1890s featur- the National Aeronautics ·and Space
uses of this area long before large- ing moonlight sailing expeditions Administration as part of a plan to
scale development began. The book from the local hotel, became the best locate the proposed Manned
records a number of homes built in known bay resort. From 1914 to the Spacecraft Center at the Clear Lake
our immediate vicinity Whether built 1930s thousands of Houstonians site . Everything went surprisingly
as permanent residences or second flocked to Sylvan Beach by railroad sm6othly. And so , in 1962, the conhomes, most were s·ubstantial struc- · or automobile to dance, swim and cept for a modern, planned commutures. Among the earliest were the enjoy the amusement park. The nity to house the expected influx of
Sarah Deel Wilson house, built about revival resort of Seabrook, founded NASA employees ·began under the
1832; and the Anson Taylor house, by Seabrook Sydnor and E.S . guidance of a new corporation, the .
built in the 1820s. The C.E. Gregory Nicholson around 1900, also attract- Friendswood
Development
house was built about 1850 and later ed many visitors . In fact, the area Company, created by Humble and
p rchased by Houston businessman around Clear Lake, particularly the the Webb Corporation. In
E.A. Peden as a summer home; and land located along the Galveston- September 1963 , Clear Lake City
Camp Killcare was built in 1900 as Houston Interurban Electric held its grand opening, and with it a
the vacation retreat of East Texas Railroad, became prime locations for new era had begun for El Lago and
lumber magnate and Houston entre- suburban communities. The the whole area. El Lago incorporated
preneur John Henry I<irby. When Interurban Railroad, ·w hich began in 1962; Clear Lake did not incorpoJim West built his mansion between service in 1911 and ceased operation . rate, leaving its elf open to later ·
Clear Lake and Forest Lake in 1926- in 1936, ·did much to increase interest annexation by the City of Houston.
1930 , it was known as "the most in the area . As trans port a tion
Other developments soon folpalatial home in Harris County" The improved, the area became a land lowed . In February 1964, the creland upon which it still stands, as developer's paradise. One early resi- ation of the Bayport Industrial
well as the land comprising the . dent, Felix Jenkins, remembers the District was announced. Shortly
Armand Bayou Nature Center, was a early days of the development boom. thereafter the Manned Spacecraft
part of Jirn West's 30,0QQ,.acre cattle He worked as a caretaker for the Center opened. The petrochemical
ranch. The West Masion is now · Peden family, beginning in 1929. Mr. industry became more ·prominent in
Jen~ins remembers that he was
owned by Rice University
the area . There was a generous gift
. As is noted in Houston's For- given .the task of clearing brush and of land to the University of Houston
gotten Heritage, the Bayou City's trees from lots in areas that are now by the Friendswood Development
affluent class fled to vacation homes El Lago and Clear Lake Forest. Company in order to create a Clear
on the water to escape the misery of Incidentally, for those of you inter- Lake branch campus. Together, these
slimmer in the city. Clear Lake was ested in learning more about Mr. events made the area one of the
one of the most popular places for Jenkins' reminiscences, we do have state's most diverse economic, indus· these summer retreats. The houses the complete transcription of our trial and technological complexes .
built near here by Houston families oral history interview with him at the Subsequent expansions have accelwere the site of parties, boating El Lago Historical Society.
For decades, interest in the region erated the development of the area.
. expeditions and general good times.
Their impact has proven more than
John Henry Kirby's Camp Killcare, remained primarily in its resort or phy?ical in nature ; there is a spirit ·
situ a ted on Middle Bayou (now residential possibilities. Then in and pride to our area as well.
known as Armand Bayou), was an 1938 , the developing petroleum

areas along the waterways leading to
Galveston Bay became home to a
host of entrepreneurial interests ranging from cattle grazing to commercial
land ventures. The oil boom of the
early 20th century was the event that
would most significantly affect the
region. But the seeds of permanent
homesteading and future development in the Clear Lake area were
sown during the late 19th a_n d early
20th centuries , when many people
found living in such unspoiled and
picturesque surroundings far preferable to the hectic bustle of the city.
A recently · published book,
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Of all the events affecting El Lago,
none can compare with the pride of
having astronauts residing in our city
Since El Lago was one of the cities in
existence in the area when the _S pace
Center began operating, it referred to
itself as "The City of the Astronauts."
The successes of our astronaut neighbors became our own ... and their
tragedies brought grief to all of us.
El Lago today still shows its
diverse heritage. It has ·close ties to
surrounding towns and people : to
NASA and the petrochemical indus-

try; to Clear Lake City and the
University .of Houston Clear Lake
campus; to fast-paced Houston and
to quiet bay resorts. Yet within all
these outward connections, El Lago
maintains its own uniqueness forged by its history and its pride.
One of the major objectives of the
El Lago Historical Society is to preserve this unique history. One way to
accomplish this end is to document
today's events for future generations .
A case in point is the erection in June
of the "Space Wall of Fame" at the El
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4106 NASA Road One • El Lago, Texas • 326-3768
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water, at South Shore Harbour Marina, on Clear Lake.
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Lago City Hall. The memorial wall
will ensure that the city's support and
participation in the work of the
Johnson Space Center will be
remembered.
Another example of the work we
have done is to compile an archive of
photographs and memorabilia to
document the area's history. We also
conducted oral histories with two of
the area's oldest residents and with
our first mayor. These materials will
create a legacy our succes sors can
use to learn about the community's
roots. Many other projects still await
our attention. As a relatively new
city, we have the unusual advantage
of being able to take the initiative
now to do what many communities
have neglected , to their later regret.
By preserving·our past while it is still
accessible, ~e will insure our future.
If the past teaches us anything, it
is that change is inevitable - and
often difficult to accept. Fortunately,
the prospects for El Lago's future
seem promising. Despite economic
setbacks in the petrochemical industry, the area's industrial complex
appears ready to weather the storm
with the promise of increasing ·
reliance on high technology in the
21 st century. Throughout the
increasing pace of development, El
Lago has retained the advantages
that have always attracted residents
to the Clear Lake are a: co mfortable
life in pleasant surroundings. Census
statistic s show th at people inde ed
want to live in the greater Clear Lake
area . ·People and the sense of community they create re main our most _
important asset for the future, as they
have been in the past .
Speculation on the future is
always risky, but I believe we can be
assured that we have the advantages
and the resources for El Lago to
move forward to a bright tomorrow.
Our future , like o ur past , will give
our descendants a heritage to be
proud of.
An area resident for approximately 30
y ears, Glendora H ill ha s been involved
with many civic and charitable activities
in the Houston/Galveston a rea. She was
appointed by the mayor to organize the El
Lago Hist or ical So ciety and curr en tly
se1·ves as presiden t.
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Titn Hosier's Iinagination
By Mary Kegg
a comfortable environment. As he him about designing an appropriate
says, "Do you really think any com- logo to identify Seabrook as a unique
Seabrook, they see pelicans, rather a munity by the water is really conser- lo c a tion . K id arran.ged to h av e
specific pelican which has become vative?"
Kilgore Lumber Company cut them
the symbol of the city. It is a product
They settled happily in Seabrook , out , and now they welcome visitors
of Seabrook artist Tim Hosier's where his wife Carley has the . while identifying Seabrook as some·Seabrook Montessori School and his place special.
imagination.
Hosler came to Seabrook with his daughter Clarice, whom Hosler calls
Hosler has built a strong reputawife and daughter about 12 years Clare, goes to school and studies tion as the community's foremost Tago, more or less by accident. The dance at the Royal Academy of shirt painter, caricaturist and muralist. His reputation is not confined to
native of Painesville, Ohio , says Dramatic Arts.
"Poverty brought us to Houston. Our
Hosler glows with pride when he Seabrook and the Clear Lake area.
bus broke down. We had the Yankee talks about Clare making her first His T-shirt designs take him mariy
vision of Texas - warm all the time, visit to New York this summer with places , from Albuquerque , New
cowboys and cactus." It was Decem- · the Royal Ballet. Clare, who celebrat - Mexico, to West Virginia each year ·
ed her 16th birthday in September, by request - but he always comes
ber 18, 1979.
The family moved to Seabrook in · wants ·to be a fine artist. Hosler is home to Seabrook. He frequently air .
brushes caricatures on T-.shirts. "I
1981, because, Hosler says, "There's very optimistic about her talent.
like it ' cause it's
a concentration of nice people here."
The Seabrook Pelican came about
He says the area is not elitist and, because he had painted some gulls
. quick . I like
doing carica"The area i1? real pretty, we liked it."
for display in an Old Seabrook
. tures a lot.
As a man with. deep concerns art gallery. Develop e r
about the ailments of the Earth , an Marian Kidd liked
activist, an artist and vegetarithem and talked to ·
an, Hosler wanted, to be
sure his family
would be in

'Jit,{en strangers drive through

-

The response is immediate ahd you do watercolors , an d I'd like to do
can usually have furi with it. With more. Watercolor is a very unforgivcaricatures, I like the story behind ing medium."
You know he'll find the time to
them. I don't like to be handed a picpaint
what he wants because "Big
ture and not know anything about
A Professional Corporation
Tim" has paid his dues.
the person:'
Certified Public Accountants
He says of his use of his talent, "It's
so much better than working. I'm ver- Mary Kegg was born in Ohio, reared in
satile. That's what's nice about it."
California, and came to the bay area as a
bride. Having "always worked with words ,·
1716 MANGUM, SUITE 300
As the oldest of seven children. Mary beg an h er p rofe ss ional wr iting
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77092
growing up in Ohio he says, "I always caree r at ag e 15. She is cu rr en t ly
(713) 681-8500
drew pictures and cartoons and stuff employed by the Citizen .
FAX: (713) 681-9043
... didn't do what you're supposed to ·
in school." He takes particular pride
in his working-class background and
his involvement with activist causes..
He says he became an activist
"with this coun'try's invasion of
Vietnam. We always lived pretty marginally. Along about the Iran- Contra
deal, I began to think about it
(activism) again. I do a lot of volunteer work for left-wing organizations
in Houston. I feel I'm really doing
something, making a difference." His
first satisfaction comes from doing
editorial cartoons highlighting the
problems of the world with humor.
He does cartoons for the Houston
· Peace News and is active in the
Galveston Bay Area Peace Forum. . . .
Altha.ugh he has done murals sporadically, as commissions came in,
last February he formed a partnership with Stephanie Fontenot from
Baytown to design murals for a variety of projects. Among his recent
efforts is the Sport Bar on NASA
Road 1, the west side of the exterior
at the new .Cavanagh's Restaurant in
Webster, Laredo's Too in Clear Lake
~eat
City, and the Seahorse Cafe in
Seabrook.
_
.
Featuring:
.
Hosier's home and studio on First .
1
FRESH SEAFOOD AND STEAKS
Street is a magical place with airbrush colors ranging through the
HOMESTYLE COOKIN'.
spectrum for illustrations on paper
CAJUN CUISINE & HOSPITALITY
or fabric, paintings, easels and other
art materials plus drawing boards,
-NEW: DAILY LUNCH SPECIALS
brushes and all the other trappings
of a serious artist at work. His studio
So, come on down or ORDER OUT!!
is home to a blue macaw, Scooter,
who is not hesitant to comment on
CRAZY CAJUN
HAPPY CAJUN
works in progress. Outside, there's a
FOOD FACTORY
CAFE
friendly curly-haired dog, half a
Hwy. i46 at.Spencer
dozen fan -tailed pigeons along with
2825 NASA Rd. 1
a temporary resident, a· big, stuffed
LaPorte, TX
Seabrook, TX
brown bear that Hosler is restoring.
470-9380
As he works , Hosler says , "I like to
326-6055

LAIRSON, STEPHENS
& REIMER
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Chartered inJanuary 1992

SEABROOK ROTARY CLUB
By Jack Fryday, President
,passion for the underprivileged, the understanding among the peoples of
the world. It is commitment to youth,
e.ibrook has a Rotary Club! - ill and the disabled.
to your peers and to your seniors to
Membership
into
Rotary
is
by
invianother indication of the growth and
make life better and to make your
ta
tion
only.
Thus,
the
first
step
to
sophistic.ation of the Seabrook comCOJnmunity the best possible place to
becoming
a
member
of
any
club
is
m unity.
live, work and play.
for
a
current
member
of
that
club
to
In January of this year the
While the Rotary Club of
"sponsor"
you
as
a/potential
member.
Seabrook Rotary Club was chartered
Seabrook is only nine months old as
Your
name
is
submitted
to
the
Memas the 56th club in this Rotary disI write this, I am proud of its accomtrict. The club was chartered with 56 bership Committee wherein your
plishments. We have rnoved rather
membership
qualifications
are
members, the largest charter memquickly through the formation stages
reviewed
and
you
are
assigned
a
bership ever in the District.
and are operating quite well,
classification.
The
Membership
The idea for the club was originatalthough we still have some growing .
Committee
then
presents
your
name
ed in September 1991 when Ron
pains. Our goals for the remainder of
to
the
board
of
directors
for
approval.
Taffinder suggested we start a breakthis Rotary year is to get our commitfast Rotary Club. I agreed this was a
tees and activities more defined and
good idea and I thought Seabrook
Rotar)'_is more than
active.
was ready for a club. After making
One of the points all the charter ·
one million servicesome phone calls, we had our first
members agreed on was chat this
minded leaders
organizational meeting - I was surclub would, in fact, be the
prised to see. over 30 people attend. belonging to over 25,500
Seabrook Rotary Club. While we
Rotary requires that a new club be
will certainly support the internaRotary .Clubs in 172
formed ·by a· minimum of 25 nontional activities of Rotary as well as
Rotarians,. thus I knew we were on
countries and
the Clear Lake are a , our primary
our way when more than 30 showed
focus is to be ·in Seabrook. Our first
geographical regions.
up for the organizational meeting.
donation was o ver $400 to the
We had several meetings during the
latter part of '91, and by the time we After you have received board Evelyn Meador Library summer
were chartered we had 56 people approval , you name is posted at two reading program.
I am proud that we have a Rotary
from the Seabrook business commu- consecutive meetings for approval of
Club
in Seabrook and equally proud
nity ready to join . Since that time the general membership. If. no one
to
be
the charter president. We have ·
there have been several resignations from the general membership
the
potent-ial
of being one of the best
for various reasons, but there have objects to you as a member, you are
clubs
in
the
country
because of the
also been numerous people wanting ready to become a member of the
to join. We now have a membership · · Rotary Club for which you were pro- quality of people in Seabrook. If you
would like to know more about
of 60 and expect .to grow to over 100 posed.
·
within the year.
As a member of a Rotary Club , Rotary or are interested in becoming
Since many people d<? not under- you are expected to attend a weekly a member, contact one of the more
stand Rotary, I will take this opportu- meeting at any Rotary Club in the than 60 Seabrook Rotarians.
nity to explain the meaning of it.
world. In fact, you must have at least Everyone will be mor~ than happy to
Rotary is a service association of a 60% attendance record or you will explain more about thE: Seabrook
business and professional leaders be dropp~d from the club. Also , if Rotary Club.
united worldwide who conduct you miss four consecutive meetings, Jack Fryday has been aresident of the Clear
humanitarian projects, encourage you will be dropped from member- Lake area for 26 years, having come here to
work on ·the Apollo program. He has owned
high ethical standards in all voca- ship.
. tions, and work toward world underBeing a Rotarian is not for every- Fryday's Dry Cleaning establishments since
1973 and now specializes in fire restoration
standing and peace. Rotary is mare one, because it is a commitment to work . Jack has also been active in man y ·
than ·one mBlion service -minded the ideals of Rotary. It is a commit - loc al organizations. He is a past president of
leaders belonging to over 25,500 ment to others , a giving of your time the Seabrook Association, a founder of Bay
Rotary Clubs in 172 countries and and ex;pertise to the betterment of Area Crime Stoppers, and the founding pres·
geographical regions. Rotary is com- your community and to peace and ide nt of the Seabroo k Rotary Club.
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GREENING OF SEABROOK
By Sally Antrobus
Photos by Chris Kuhlman

'mu,

yes, indeed, Seabrook has
always been green . We're talking
here about afigurative greening.
Longtime Seabrook residents and
all who live on or just off Todville
Road must of course th ink of the
Hester and·Maas family nurseries as
our chief "green" institutions. "Hester's
- since 1925," says the (green) sign.
Maas Nursery is only a little younger.
In August this year Hester's was
bought by the city to become part of
the Seabrook park system, to the considerable delight of many who have
enjoyed its shady trails and who like
the idea of the property remaining
leafy and accessible.
We may miss Joe Hester's regular
wave to passers-by, but, says· City
Manager Chuck Pinto , we can be
proud to have the nursery property
connecting to the north end of
Miramar Park, where the pool and
library are . Coordinated plans are
being drawn up for the whole ar:ea.
"Basic objectives are to preserve
the property in a natural state," he
says. There are to be some drainage
improvements and plants in pots are
being sold. Larger ones in the ground
may be used in city landscaping projects, so that this key local resource
will continue to enhance the comm unity both in itself and through
providing plants for other places.
Moreover, we now have some
notable new green operations in
Seabrook ... a new generation of
businesses focused on plants for us
to eat and otherwise enjoy.

*****
In May 1991 , Doug and Mary
Cattle's Seabrook Produce opened
for business on Highway 146 a little
north of the NASA Road 1 intersection. From the very beginning, their
style has been to take time to1 chat to
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customers. At firs t Doug went daily
to wholesalers in the wee hours of
the morning to buy fresh fruit and
vegetables. Th ere are two main
options for this in Houston: Produce
Row on Old Spanish Trail, and the ·
Airline Market near Hobby Airport.
Today the Catties buy the lion's share
of their wares at the Airline Market.
Either is quite a trek, especially
before dawn when most of us are
slumbering.
Then Doug drove out to
Seabrook, set out displays of produce in the store, and manned the
shop all day long. Mar y was still
working at her fu ll-time job as a substance abuse counselor in downtown
Houston. After six months, ·she took
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Doug Cottle
the plunge and left he r job to join
him. Doug had been in business in
Houston too, for eigh t long years,
creating packages for convenience
stores for oil compan1es - outfitting
stores - all over the United States
and in Central and South America. It
may sound exciting, but he says he
sometimes wound up traveling for
three weeks out of the month. Theirs
was a classic case of getting our of
the rat race.
"I was so t ired of trav e ling. We

had chosen to live near the Bay but
we were hardly ever home, and none
of our money stayed in the community," says Doug. So they decided to
open a local business. He had some
background in fresh produce
because his father, as a sideline, had
ru n a ro ad s ide produce stand in
Oh io when Doug was a teen-ager,
and Doug had seen what a sociable
kind of work it was.
To succeed , however, they knew
they had to be different from grocery
stores. First, they resolved to concentrate on absolute freshness, hence the
daily runs to the wholesaler. Secondly;
the produce business is "a~ cutthroat
as anything else," says Doug. "You get
w hat you pay for, and we decided
only to buy quality stuff.'' Thirdly; they
began to introduce lines of specialty
produce you can't buy elsewhere.
Tomatoes are always a basic standby, and you can get several kinds at
Seabrook Produce. "Twelve months
of the year we have something other
than hothouse tomatoes," Doug says
(that means the kind ripened in gas
chambers). The day I talked to him
they h ad grea t big , vine-ripened
Tennessee tomatoes; Romas; red cher. ry and Holland yellow cherry; "salsa"
tomatoes (the ones in the mark-down
basket, to be eaten today for a song);
and sun-dried tomatoes, which can be
eaten as they are for a snack, or used
in cooking, in which case they are like
a tomato concentrate.
Onions? Mediu m white, medium
yellow, red, jumbo, or pearl -- white,
red, or plain old brown. Serrano peppers. Poblano peppers. Texas white
squ as h. Plums ? Would you prefer
J\el sey green , Red Rosa , black , or
I t ali a n prune pl ums? "Ne w crop
- (ORGANIC!) Johnathan apples ," says
a handwritten notice.
Merch a nd ise not from their
wholes aler comes from individuals ,
like the Ja m ison's Home Canned
lines . Th e Jamison' s have been
p utting up produce in Pearl and for
some 30 years. The fig preser ve is

made with figs from their own trees, she says, gave her the feeling of hav- w as in the hospital. "We h ad re al
arid they also grow their own yellow ing a split personality.
community support," she says.
squash and okra for canning. "We are
''Our family had become so fragdoing business with local people mented, leading separate lives and
wherever we can," says Doug.
always tired when we got home. It
Another example is No Bull Chili had its rewards financially, but it was-·
The same feeling of participating
("Winner of the 1991 Lone Star n't worth it." Now their daughter in the local community also strongly
Vegetarian Chili Cookoff,'' proclaims Alicia works in the store some of the pe rvades Debbi Pomeroy 's Mint
the label), made by Health Express time, and Mary says Seabrook Condition Herb Farm in Old
of Seabrook - none other than Sue Produce "has been a great way for us Seabrook. Debbi used to work as a
Ruthstrom of Screen Play. Sue all to get back together." She also says journalist, writing columns for_the
already has her chili in Whole Foods local people were extremely gener- "This Week" section of the Houston
and Moveable Feast, among her 17 ous, cooking for and generally look- Chronicle. Five years ago she began
Houston outlets, and plans soon to ing after Doug and Alicia while she a wholesale herb business, growing
go mail-order with it. She also has
plans to open a retail outfit to be
called the Old Seabrook Spice
Company, selling grains, beans and
other vegetarian products.
A third local item the Cottles sell
is Laredo's Too Hot Sauce, made by
the owner of Laredo's on Bay Area
Boulevard. That restaurant and several others get their daily fresh produce supplies from Seabrook
Produce , which Doug says makes
good sense for them. They place a
phone order in the afternoon or
evening and get their deliveryby
10 a.m. If they run out , Doug can
usually replenish their supplies in a
matter of minutes - a clear advantage of having a produce supplier so
nearby.
Jicama, organic carrots, fresh ginger. Tomatillos. Homegrown pickling
cukes. Miniature eggplants (tiny ones
favored by Muslim people for pick ling). Dried cranberries like beautiful
crimson raisins ...
The Cottles have done some
expanding , with seasonal items like
Christmas trees and Halloween
A Da~ A t
pumpkins, and into selling fresh herbs
and potted plants - the flowering
Ba~
plants go furiously around Valentine·~
Day. But Doug and Mary don't want
their business to get too big. "While
Quality typesetting, graphics, printing
we keep it little we can keep control
of quality. We like it like this," he says.
and publishing at affordable prices
Mary seconds that view. Having
recently had two bouts of emergency abdominal surgery with
extended convalescence, she said
she was missing being in the store
and looking forward to being back,
A DIVISION OF WATERFRONT PUBLISHING INC.
although she won't be lifting any
Halloween pumpkins yet. Working
downtown and living in the bay area,
228 Marina Bay Drive (7I 3 )

*****

We are proud to have b een chosen
to produce and publish t he
· Seabrook Celebration's
The
magazine for the sixth
consecutive year!
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fresh herbs to supply restaurants and
caterers. In . September 1990 she
opened a retail shop at 909 Hall
Street, the corner of Fourth and
Hall. You may recall that an old
house, formerly home to the Texas
General Store potpourri and dried-
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flower shop next to Frank's Shrimp
Hut, was. moved off NASA Road 1
down into Old Seabrook and refurbished, with the addition of a generous porch. That porch shaded
Debbi's plants, and she opened her
shop in the back room with 200

Masters
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• FREE Brake Test
• FREE Shuttle Service
• All Work Guaranteed
• Foreign & Domestic
Cars, Trucks & RVs

square feet.
Two years later, Mint Condition
occupies 1,400 square feet, having
moved · across the courtyard last
September, into the building that formerly housed Kenny's Crafts . The
courtyard is home to Debbi's organic
herb garden. She had launched a program of classes in organic gardening
and crafts in the summer of 1991, and
expanded in February this year into
holding a cooking school as well. ·
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This was partly in response to customer pressure. She had planned to
open her cooking school in 1993, but
advanced the date a year because
"people· kept saying, 'You've sold us
the plants and shown us how to grow
them organically; now show us how
to use them. What are we going to do ·
with all that baS'il?"'
The classes and a couple of annual special events serve to make Mint
Condition quite a communal gathering point. On the Fourth of Jul y
weekend Debbi holds a "Basil Bash"
h~rb fair, and in the fall there's her
Harvest Festival. Now her plans for
1993 include producing a mail -order
catalogue, and she's also getting
demands to open a restuarant. Plans
are for this to open in 1994, emphasizing herbs and fresh foods, with
several of Debbi's cooking school
teachers among the chefs.
Just under half of Mint Condition's
business consists of nursery plants
and the rest is related merchandise bird baths and feeders, gourmet

items, books, and the like. In the ting home to your garden offers business, the Texas General Store
spring people want to buy plants, and peace. Or people may garden for the owned by Joy Jowell. She first opened 1
again in the fall there's a planting satisfaction of seeing their own inl981, selling pot- pourri, and dried
spree involving herbs that favor cool- tomatoes ripen, or being able to get flowers and grasses of Texas. The way
er weather, like cilantro, dill and sage. that feeling of nurturing their fami- Joy originally-got into this line of .
Debbi no longer grows culinary lies, even if it's only by adding fresh, endeavor was by selling antiques at ·
herbs for wholesaling to caterers. That homegrown herbs to canned tomato shows. "We found people were buying
part of the work was taken over by sauce,'' she says.
our settings - dried flower arrangehorticulturist Carlolyn Collins, formerments we did to enhance our displays
ly of Armand Bayou Nature Center.
- the moment we put them out, and
Instead, for traditional herbs, Debbi
we realized there was an opportunity
·buys nursery plants from three growGetting back to the house in which there," say Joy
,
ers, and she plans to use the nursery Mint Condition opened: as mentioned,
In the summer of 1991 she held a
area at her home to raise more exotic it had formerly housed another green . great big "Goodbye, This Old House"
kinds of plants. For example, there's
the nem tree, an Australian native, the
bark of which can be used as a natural
insectic'de; and she wants to raise
WAKEFIELD & HALLOWAYCPA'S
stivia, a natural sweetener.
, DIANE D. HALLOWAY, CPA CFP
Her own plants, including those in
HOLLY M. WAKEFIELD, CPA
beds at the shop, are grown organiMEMBERS: AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF CIPA'S
TEXAS SOCIETY OF CPA'S
cally Debbi was on Seabrook's first
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF FINANCIAL PLANNERS
recycling commission, and thus was
• Accounting and Auditing
• Tax Planning and Preparation
among those spearheading the
• Personal Financial Planning
• IRA Rollovers and Pension Plahs
movement that led to our blue bins
• Insurance and Fixed Annuities
• Analysis of Proposed Transactions
for curbside recycling pickup. She
SERVING CLEAR LAKE FOR OVER 13 YEARS
carries over her environmental phi·FOR INDIVIDUALS AND
los9phy into her business, and has
SMALL BUSINESSES
l-326-1017 OR4~6-7358I
found overwhelming interest from
EVENING & WEEKEND APPOINTMENTS
2515-B NASA ROAD 1
· customers in this aspect of her work.
"We teach people how to manage
their yards organically, and we are
proud of that service," She says.
"People who don't want to put recyA REFRESHING
clable glass into a landfill also don't
HAIRCARE
want to put chemical pesticides and
EXPERIENCE
herbicides into their gardens. They're
concerned about what they are
Systeme Biolage® from
Matrix Essentials. The
doing to their surroundings . It's not
right ingredients.
only that by putting these products
Aromascience®.
on your garden, you are putting them
A natural, eco-responsinto your mouth; but also , here in
ible approach to beauty.
Seabrook, by putting them on your
Stop in today.
·
,
garden you are putting them into the
bay. When people have a choice
i .s
between two products that both
work, they will choose the organic
one hands down ."
Mint Condition has grown from
·'. ·;. ",··"·"
being run by Debbi alone to being
quite a significant employer, with five
part-timers and about a dozen teachers. In fact, she says, the entire garSALON &BOUTIQUE
dening industry is seeing a good deal
ESSENTIALS
of growth. People garden for many
"We specialize in problem hair"
reasons - to reduce stress, for one.
(713)
"My husb and calls this ·watching the
squash blossoms close:' No matter
how bad the workday has been, get 3532 NASA Road One
Seabrook,Texas77586

*****
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involve work by some of the best
sale and reopened next to Palms first she concentrated on gardens people in the United States, who
.styles
of
gardens
in
England
and
Nursery. Hav1ng a good deal more
don't
show anywhere else," she says.
space there, she expanded into books, Ireland, for instance, and growing
Many
items are one-of-a-kind. And
stocking works on gardening and pot- herbs. But she found that other kinds
besides
the folk art, books and noteof subjects Clike books on New
pourri, as well as the 9ried materials.
cards, gift wares now include quilts
Mexico
architecture,
or
Peter
Beard's
"To our surprise, we quickly found
and clothes, framed prints, distincthat books go out of here almost as Eyelids of Morning, all about crocotive floral tote bags and rainwear,
diles!)
also
had
a
ready
market,
so
fast as we can haul them in," she says.
she
enlarged
her
range
of
offerings.
Perhaps it's because you otherwise
At the same time, she expand~d
have to go a long way from Seabrcok
her
sdection of gift items, especially
to buy books. She now buys books
in
folk
art. She goes to large wholefrom abc;mt 15 suppliers and is always
sale
folk
art shows at Valley Forge
on the lookout for appropriate titles.
and
Virginia
Beach. "These ~hows
Hers is a highly unusual book line. At

even a bank president among the
people gathering dried materials. A
couple who live beyond Dayton gather tallow berries for us. A local sea
captain who isn't at sea six months of
the year gathers star thistles for us
along the railroad tracks. Another
persori gathers our yarrow."
But she quickly adds that they
never gather too much. "This kind of
work involves a deep love of the universe and everything in it," she says.
"These people never 'outgather' a
field. They take some for us, but leave
some for the birds, and some for God."

*****
Before closing an account of th~
greening of Seabrook, two more
long-standing local businesses. warrant mention. The Texas General
Store's neighbor is ·. Seabrook House
of Flowers , owned by Barbara

Joy Jowell

JACK ROWE·
FUNERAL HOME

MEMBER BY INVITATION
NATIONAL .
SELECTED
MORTICIANS

0

1625 E. MAIN
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ESTABLISHED 1953

I 332-1571 I
LEAGUE CITY

and a special musi~ collection prominently featuring cassette tapes of
hammered dulcimer music, and such
obscure delights as Joe Weld's Waltz
of the Whippoorwill. ("A collection
of New Age and old age music
played. on acoustic guitar, mandolin,
fiddle, bass and harmonica. The
melody of each piece is based on an
actual bird song.")
In addition to all that, Joy has gone
into wholesaling potpourri and dried
materials. She now supplies some
2,000 shops as well as selling at a
Eureka Springs, Arkansas, wholesale
show. She "does" about 20 retail shows ~
a year, among them local Junior
League shows, th~ Round Top Festival,
Lunar Rendezvous , and the annual
September show at the FrenchAlsatian community of Castroville.
She holds a Christmas open house
the first weekend in December, for
which a neighbor bakes quantities of
cakes to feed her customers. "We'll
have Caju!1 music a·nd tons of food
out on the parking lot. It's our way of
say in g thank you to people for
another good year," says Joy
Her main line , the potpourri and
dried materials, she describes as a cottage industry "We seasonally employ
pregnant women, a househusband, a
college student supplementing tuition,

/

Fish Boat
"Our sea/ood stays covered. "
• Fresh Snapper
• Gulf & Bay Shrimp
I'

• Crabs

I

• Great Selection
• We Clean Free
• Friendly Service

~ 474-2931.
414 Waterfront (11th St.) Seabrook

Barbara Myers .
Myers, and the business is a 25-year
veteran of the community Barbara
has run it for more than six years.
Before it moved to the "New Village,"
it had previous lives in the Miramar
Center and next to the pawn shop.
"Flowers' For All Occasions," is its
motto, and Barbara was so busy
preparing flower arrangements for
an occasion when I _dropped in that
those flowers had to take precedence
over talking to a writer.
And the there's Maas Nursery on
Todville Road, a family business currently run by Jim and Carol Maas .
Jim has been president since the
1970s, having been preceded by his
father Herbert ( who only retired
43

l

more toward landscape design. Jim '
himself, besides nursery operations.
and landscape design, has a taste for
the unusual. He has introduced lines
of specialty items at the nursery,
including ethnic crafts like African
masks. Most recently he has offered
for sale Panamanian wooden fishing
canows and pi/ones (rice tampers).
He also keeps something of a
menagerie - longhorns, a white peacock , dogs and fancy waterfowl,
some of which he sells. "Once people have come all this way, we like to .
offer them more to look at than just a
Jim Maas '
nursery,"
he
says.
GREGG & MIESZKUC, P.C.
Out at the back , he has a work in saw an antler pile in Colorado and
ATTORNEYS AT LAW
progress . He had started digging a bought the lot, and •is using them just
DICK H. GREGG , JR.
hole for a pond, using a front-end for visual effect. There is no utilitariMARILYN MIESZKUC
loader. Then, interrupted by needing an purpose to them .)
POLLY P. LEWIS
One more special offering is origito attend a child's ball game, he
JUDITH E. BLANCHARD
nal stone carvings for garden orna backed
out
of
the
hole
it
filled
with
ELIZABETH E. SCOTT
rainwater and hasn't emptied yet . -nientation. He has serveral dozen
AND
But he plans to make it bigger and • pieces in stock, carved in California
ALLAN R. LAZOR, OF COUNSEL
add some rock and landscaping, to volcanic lava by Danny Meeks , an
17044 EL CAMINO REAL
make a · setting for his exotic award-winning sculptor from Kemah.
CLEAR LAKE CITY
Regarding the nursery proper, Jim
Mandarin and Cayugan ducks. (If
HOUSTON, TEXAS 77058
(713) 488-8680
you've wondered about the antlers says he carries "almost everything
FAX (713) 488-8531
affixed to posts out by the pond, he that grows here." Recently, he says,
there has been increased interest in
native plants and he has expanded
those lines accordingly. He places
some emphasis on roses, including
old rose varieties from the Antique
Rose Emporium at Brenham. He
does a good deal of landscaping
design work, mainly for homes. "I do
it because I like it , and it 's more
rewarding to do landscapes for
homeowners than in most corporate
situations,"
he says .
1
It must be more than apparent by
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dents - plus thousands of visitors are the clear beneficiaries.

fully a~out four years ago ) and
grandfather, also named H e rbert.
The previous two p atriarchs in the
family were architects in Chicago
and Texas, says Jim; and his grandfa ther made the s,w itch to la ndscape
architecture, which led him to open a
nursery. Jim's father studied landscape architect~re , and J im has a
degree in the subject fro m Te xa s
A&M University.
Jim's grandfather was a hibiscus
fancier and de veloped se veral
hybrids, while Jim's father leaned
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S~lly Antrobus is a fr ee-lance magazine
and book editor. Originally from South
Africa, she came to the United States in
1976 and to Seabrook in 1988. She edits .
books for Te x as A&M University Press
and several other publishers, and is edi tor of Hunters Quest for the Ho~ston and
Dallas Safari Clubs, and of the journal of
the Rhino and Elephant Foundation.
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Seabro.ok's 'Top Seed'
Business Developers
By Carolyn Pepping

L

1988, the Southeast Economic
Development Commission (SEED)
established a Business of the Year
award for each of its seven member
communities: Seabrook, LaPorte,
Deer Park, Pasadena, South Houston,
Pearland and the Southbelt-Ellington
area. Businesses are judged from
both economic involvement and prev ious "track record" experience.

·EMERY
WAITE
1988

Items of particular consideration are:
1) Number of employees and/or
related jobs created;
2) Overall economic impact and
1 importance to area;
3) Involvement by owner/management and employees in loc a l
chamber, civic and other worthwhile community projects.
One might wonder just how such
successful. businesses happen. What

events lead a person to pursue a certain business? What personal qualities does it take to establish a business that can be recognized by a
community as truly outstanding? It is
w ith great pride that the Seabrook
Association presents this montage of
ideas , insights and experiences generously contributed by these extraordin a r y (a nd much-appreciated)
Seabrook business entrepreneurs.

insurance ard everything possible to
grasp this opportunity to branch out
into a business of their own in a field
Emery had come to love.
After about four months of running
his business as a baitcamp, the
"delightful" hours of 4 in the morning

Seadr ift) , a seafood market in
Rockport, and eight tractors and trailers to haul seafood products around a
very large wholesale distribution area.
The bus ine ss .eventually grossed
approximately $8 million dollars a year
wholesale but at very low·profit; retail
produced better profit margins. At one
point Emery Waite owned the largest
retail seafood operation in Texas and
was in a position to select the best
( with eye-appeal) for his mark~ts and
·send the balance (still high quality) to
canneries and processors.
B~t we e n those beginning years
and 1988 , Em e ry remembers years
of hard work and very long hours.
His world also included the wonderful , such as his wife Kathryn , four
sons (Jeffe r y, Michael , Scott and
Anthony) , w ho also worked in the
bus iness, and the camaraderie of a
multitud e o f business friends and
~cquaintances . He discovered an
instinct for the seafood business that
m ade it possible to provide for his
famil y the way he wanted. At this
time the b ays were plentiful and not
over- fi shed, and the numbers of
sh rim p e rs were few. When Emery
first moved to Seabrook, there were
ju s t C a p t. Henry 's and Emery's
seafood markets.
Th e o ri ginal Emery's Seafood
(a bou t three times the size of the

"11,,?,ile serving in the Navy as a
trained electrician, young Emery
Waite sometimes visualized having
his own motor-winding shop. However, upon returning to his home ter..:
ritory of South Houston, his father. in -law invited him to come into .business with him as a buyer (and, of
c ourse, drive the truck too) for
Dutchman's Seafoods, a wholesale
seafood business in Houston . Thi~
seemed like an opportunity to earn
money for his own venture someday
and at the same time learn more
about purchasing and all phases of a
business, so Waite waded into the
world of the seafood business with
both feet, liking it more all the time. · ·
As a buyer, Emery actually began
doing business in Seabrook around
1959. 1969.brought an opportunity to
buy Hack's Bait Camp and the Texas
Queen party boat that belonged to
Mary and J.B. Bass, plus three or four
shrimpboats .in Seabrook. Emery and
his wife Kathryn sold their home·, life

Emery Waite
until jl at night forced the couple to
go back into the seafood business . A
year later they changed the m~me to
Emery's Seafood. This was the start of
a seafood business that grew from two
employees (Emery and Kathryn) to
over a hundred employees , eight
shrimpboats, many contract boats ,
five wholesale outlets (Seabrook, San
Bernard River, Galveston, Sargent ,
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The ANTIQUES Of
STUFF - N - SUCH
COLLECTIBLES-GLASSWARE

~

RESTAURANT

BOSSONS HEADS - BOOK OF KNOWLEDGE BANKS

334-2133
s3a-22so

j'·I

!N

K.em•h !k-641

_J . ""4•""•

707 HWY. 146 • KEMAH, TX (South of Bridge)

4t.h

ARTICLES OF USE AND
OBJECTS OF INTEREST
Hours: Wed.-Sat.
llAM-SPM

5t.h

GALLERY&
FRAME SHOP

'10% Discount On
Your Next Purchase

6th

7th

8th

. Custom Framing • Artworks
HA

Kemah, TX 77565

705 Hwy. 146

(713) 334-5711

2094

K.cm•h
l"•rk

•

!nh

I emah

Located Behind
Kemah City Park
Hwy. 146 and FM 2094

334-2400 or 474-3571

I

7e~ Kemah,
Sueet
CAFE
Texas
Clear Lake's newest and most exciting restaurant.
Located in Kemah at the foot (southside)
of the Kemah/Seabrook Bridge.
Outside seating overlooks Lafayette Landing.

KEMAH CONTINUES

To GRow

Ten retail shops and three restaurants have
opened during the last 24 months. Mayor Ben
Blackledge has predicted much more. Byran
Sawyer, Kemah Economic . Development
SEAFOOD
RESTAUR~NT & MARKET
Committeem an, believes Kemah retail growth
potential to be "unmatched." John Hubbs, owner of .
l04 KIPP KEMAH, TEXAS
Kemah Ketch Gift Shop, thinks the uniqueness of
(713) 334-3711
each business to be the key for growth. Next door, 1----------,----------------1
Carol & Company puts parking as a plus ... Kemah
SHRIMP - FISH - CRABS - OYSTERS
has standardized "brick-like" parking. The central
WHOLESALE & RETAIL
theme on parking has carried over to neon lighting.
Mickey Wooten , owner of Fish Bones, supports
neon for a warm glow for late-night shopping and
dining. City Council-person and shop owner, Sylvia
Streater, points to Kemah's friendly and relaxed
601 2ND STREET
atmosphere for future growth. Donita Morrison, Bay
KEMAH, TEXAS
Area Press writer sums it up ... "Kemah has a lot to
offer .. . and there's more to come."
LARRY & FAYE
Market 334-4616

PIER 6 SEAFOOD

GRACE
Dry Cleaners & Laundry
701 State Hwy. 146
Kemah, Texas 77565

.'71¢D0CK
Home of the Ship's Wheel .
"The Biggest Burger on the Bay!"

Breakfast • Sandwiches • Burgers • Steaks • Shrimp
Beer • Wine • Soft Drinks

CARLOS VALDEZ

310 TEXAS AVENUE• KEMAH

(713) 334-2206

On the West Side of Lafayette Landing

APPETIZER OR DESSERT
WITH PURCHASE OF ANY ENTREE

BOAT SHOES UNLIMITED

CARGO SHIPPERS ETC.·

Seafood• Sandwiche~ •Steaks• Pasta

• SEBAGO • SPERRY TOP-SIDER • TIMBERLAND
• TEVA SANDALS • DEXTER • HARKEN • OMEGA
• REEF/RIDER • ROCKPORT

--------------------------FREE
FREE
--------------------------Brought to you by the same frie°:dly people who brought you the Seabrook el4aau ea,1e.
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Compliments of . .. ·

YOUR BOAT SHOE HEADQUARTERS

(713) 538-2090

SHIP WITH US!
UPS & FEDERAL EXPRESS

BOXES · COPIES • FAX

703 HIGHWAY 146 • KEMAH, TEXAS 77565 • (713) 334-6453
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present Emery's) thrived as a seafood
market with an abundance of waterfront atmosphere inside , with nets
and ropes about. As the land subsided, to stay above flooding level
Emery raised the floor of his establishment ... inside. After quite a few
years, a number of taller folks had to
stoop a bit upon entering his shop!
The Texas Queen? Waites owned
this party boat for about six years,
then sold it in 1975 . It was later
resold and eventually met its demise
from the elements.

For a time 0979-1983) , Emery
established a picturesque restaurant
across the street from his seafood
business and named it Waite's Wharf.
Hurricane Alicia wiped out this venture and did great damage to the
Emery's Seafood building. Because
of building restrictions, the structure
that he re-established was actually
the ·second story (manager's apartment) of his former structure.
A great influx of Vietnamese and
others soon found shrimping to their
liking . Emery was one of the first
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309 WATERFROKT
SEA'BROOK, TX 77586
713-474-3608

Hlu~ lens Trzivel
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.91.. 'Vacation
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ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

615 Kirby Rd. • Seabrook
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shrimpers to hire Vietnamese workers to run one of his boats and strug..:
gled valiantly through those first
years communicating with them, as
he spoke no Vietnamese and they
spoke almost no English. They
worked well together, but Emery had
a difficult time trying to convey the
shrimping laws to them.
During crucial years 0978-'80)
when communication was difficult
between most American shrimpers
and the new Vietnamese shrimpers,
Emer y and others met with
Governor Bill Clements to try to
obtain some limit on the number of
shrimpboats allowed in a bay area, to
little avail. Emery was appointed by
the governor to the Department-of
Human Resources to help handle the
resettlement problems of the
Vietnamese. He formed a panel of
seven of the most knowledgeab le
leaders among the shrimpers (four
Americans and three Vietnamese) to
try and stem the problems between
the cultures , prob lems that couldn't
be ignored. It all worked ·ouc "pretty
well," Waite says, but he emphasizes
the oversaturation of the seafood
business in the bay area.
.
As competition increased, Emery
·turned rogue and began carrying
items in his seafood markets that
others refused to carry . .. items such
as crawfish (gave away 3,000-4,000
pounds before establishing a market
for them) , smelt and herring . He
brought calamaries in by the trailer1oad from California. "We worked
hard to keep a constant supply of
fresh product s, even when the
weather wo'uld have our boats down.
We had several excellent sources in
'New Orlean s and could ass ure a
good supply."
In 1988, Emery Waite was awarded the Southeast Economic Development Commission's Business of the
Year Award for the Seabrook area. "I
was very honored to rece ive the
award for Business of the Year and
doubly proud that I was ~he f_irst one
to receive it in our community;" Waite
says . The award graces his El Lago
home as well as the wall at his present ERA-Space Center Realtors
office on NASA Road 1. He had a
duplicate made so that he can enjoy

the award plaque both places!
Other awards Emery is particular- .
ly fond of include the Shriners' Burn ·
Institute Ongoing Award~ 1981-1987,
presented in appreciation of his
donation of shrimp for shrimp boils;
and a nickel-plated Colt 45 revolver
Ca real collector's item) presented to
him by the Seabrook Police
Department in 1981 in recognition
of outstanding support. Governor
Clements appointed him admiral in
the Texas Navy, an especially cherished honor as E~ery also happens
to hold a captain's license for passenger-carrying vessels.
Emery Waite sold · Emery 's
Seafood in 1990 and now applies his
remarkable business talents in real
estate. Even while operating Emery's
Seafood, Waite had his real estate
license and had bought and sold
property; so real estate was a natural
direction to take. "It's been good," he
says as ·sales associate of ERA-Space
Center Realtors. "I managed as a
'youngster' in the business to secure
a lot of listings and have sold quite a
few properties - both commercial
and residential. It's amazing! It didn't
take long for people to learn that I
was in real estate, so business people
would kind of hunt me out, knowing
I was waterfront, had been around
here the major portion of my life.
The residential part I had to work
hard at, but Ive been able to work up
a good trade with residential, both
buying and selling. I like it!"
Always business-oriented, Emery
Waite feels fortunate to have also
acquired the aura of "laid-back." So
in real estate, you will rarely see him
wearing a tie, though completely
professional. This approach is so
much a part of Emery Waite and his
bay area experience ... and totally
becomes him. He considers himself
his client's friend as well as professional realtor, saying, "What's professional is knowing what you're doing."
Hard to leave his. Emery's Seafood
business? No, he says he was ready to
leave; the business had become overs at ura ted with peopie and boats,
making it impossible to provide an
adequate income for himself, his four
sons and their families , and all the
other employees. Besides inadequate

profits, product availability was less
adequate. "It wasn't that the total
tonnage per year wasn't caught, it
was just caught all at one time so that
boom! _you opened the bay and it was
like a giant vacuum cleaner went
through .'' In addition, following

Fiesta's example (Fiesta hired Waite's
manager for their first venture !), .
other large grocer y c hains have
opened their own in -hous_e seafood
markets, changing the buying habits
of the public .
.
Emery still loves the seafood busi-

SEABROOK, TEXAS

·Thank you all for making our
Restaurant one of the Best!
~'Uld&Htd
Owner/Operator

2511-A NASA Road One
Seabrook, Texas 77f?86

(713)

326-1512

Call the ·Pros!
We specialize in industrial,
commercial and institutional
waste collection .
• Radio dispatched trucks
• Prompt, reliable service
• All steel containers
• Free estimates
• Recycling services
~

I

Waste
Systems

TM

BROWNING-FERRIS INDUSTRIES
(713)
II

471-9142

II

1700 North E Street • LaPorte, TX 77571
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INFLATABLEBOATS

YAMAHA MOTORS
EVINRUDE MOTORS
•

AVeN a

H

Sales * Service
lnsp~ction * Repair_
Industrial * Commercral
Yachting* RV
Portable Generators
Marine Hardware

Yacht Equipment
Specialties, Inc.
East NASA Road 1 at Hwy 146

(713) 474-7129 (713) 474-9009

GULF COAST
· LIMESTONE, INC.
SERVING TEXAS SINCE 1968
• FLEX BASE • COVE STONE • BALLAST
• RIP RAP• CONCRETE AGGREGATE
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- TRUCK AND RAIL DELIVER WE UNLOAD RAIL CARS
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TEXAS CITY AND THE BAY AREA*

(713)

474-4124 '
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Certified Public Accountant
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474-5700
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ness and does own Clear Creek
Seafood, a wholesale oyster business
with an unloading dock in.San Leon.
He also brokers for other dealers.
What he does miss is the many person al contacts, the conversations
about topics of mutual interest in the
seafood industry ... be·c ause he is a
"people person" and always enjoys
friendships.
Special memories? Born and
reared in the city of South Houston
and a graduate of Milby High
School, Emery Waite remembers
shell streets in Pecan Park (the
Gulfgate ·area) and that the only way
to get to Galveston :was· by Highway
3. What is now The Hop in Webster
was a filling station and just about
the only place along there to get gas
between Houston and Galveston .
But in those days, more people went
to Sylvan Beach and Clifton by the
Sea than to Galveston. He rem,em bers when it was unusual to see
headlights on NASA Road 1 at night.
He marvels at, the growth in the bay
area, but believes it will continue to
grow because so many people are
water-oriented.
When asked for advice to others
who might be contemplating going
into business, Emery comments ,
"Get ready for a lot of hard work
Clike 4 a.m. to 11 p .m . seven days a
week)! Avoid the pitfall of getting
into a business that is oversaturated."
Hobbies? Besides work as a
hobby, would you believe Emery
Waite loves fishing? With rod and
reel!

FRANK&
NANCY
JUR~CZKI

1989

1

on thi1. yea't 1cefeb'l.ation.
1;auy !J(ing,
c/ltfayo't ·
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In 1978, a small fresh seafood
shop called Frank's Shrimp Hut
opened on the north side of NASA
Ro-ad 1,_just west of the Southern

BAY AREA

eoov-sHOP

.* COLLISION REPAIR
\, . SPECIALISTS

* INSURANCE CLAIMS
* AUTO FRAME REPAIRS
474-4711
3110 Bayport Blvd. (Hwy 146)

C*ASTAL

STORAGE
MINI WAREHOUSES

Storage Available For AU P~rposes
• Fenced • Security System
• Manager• Concrete Structures
COMMERCIAL PERSONAL

474-7233
3018 Hwy. 146 • Seabrook, Texas

OWNER- HERB MILLER

LEARN TO FLY AT
dC>
RICH
~

AVIATION INC.
Hobby Airport

The Finest Fleet of
Airplanes in Texas
• Cessna • Piper • Mooney
•Grumman
Single - Multi-Engine
Private thru Airline
$39 Intro. Lesson / Checkout ·
With this ad through Thanksgiving ·

641-2200

EAGLE GAS & SUPPLY
LP GAS - TANKS & FILLING -c
KEROSENE - GAS GRILL PARTS
GUMBO POTS - FISH FRYERS

(713) 474-4363
M-F 8-5:30
Sat. 3-4:30
1201 HWY 146
SEABROOK , TEXAS 77586

Pacific tracks on Highway 146. Any
passerby would have readily agreed
that the name "hut" was appropriate
because it was as Webster's describes it, "a small and temporary
dwelling of simple construction,"
having approximately 11 stools to
seat customers. By 1989, Frank and
Nancy Jureczki had nourished this
little hut to such a sparkling example
of entrepreneural success that it won
the SEED Business of the Year
Award for 1989. Frank's Shrimp Hut
now seats over 200.
Let's pay a visit to Frank's Shrimp
Hut 0992) to appreciate the present
and savor the story behind one of
Seabrook's favorite restaurants and
meeting plates. _Nancy said she
would be happy to talk with us .
Frank has made time to fish with his
sons today . . . fishtails and fishtales
in the making!
We emerge from our car in the
spacious parking lot that graces the
Shrimp Hut's slightly angular setting
to the road . Seabreezes rustle the
palm and banana groves along the ·
"pier" walkway leading to a brick
path . After passing through the
white-graveled outdoor dining area,
we open the oak and glass doors,
encountering a delightfully casual
ambience throughout. Massive support timbers , shiny oak-plank tables
(some by spacious windows overlooking the Hut's outdoor dining
area), blue-gray carpet, brown-red
tile flooring, a dark wood counter
partly supported by large beer barrels , a huge freshwater aquarium, and
brick fireplaces at either end of the
Hut greet us like comfortable friends ,
as do the employees behind the
counter. We find Nancy and her
daughter Lisa taking a few minutes to
chat with a customer and we're
warmly greeted. Nancy, dressed in a
trim , very becoming sky-blue dress,
displays a poised radiance chat beau- ·
tifully augments her position as manager of the family-owned busine~s.
We are eager to know how Frank's
Shrimp Hut came to be, and what
·special energies congealed to produce ·such an appreciated Seabrook
business venture. What brought the
Jureczkis to Seabrook? What advice,
might be passed on to someone con-
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Frank's Shrimp Hut
· sidering a business of their own?
"Frank had been shrimping out of
Galveston Bay for about 12 years
before we moved here, living before
in Lak~ Jackson," Nancy begins. "In
1970 Frank bought his shrimpboat
Gigi. Then when our oldest s o n,
Philip, graduated from high school,
_we bought the old Palms house that
was here, from Joe P. Lockridge. We
sold our home in Lake Jackson and
moved into Seabrook, buying the
frontage property from HL&P. This

happened in May and June ·1978.
"We lived in the old house here
and operated the Shrimp Hut for the
first year, selling Frank's shrimp off
of his boat, selling nothing but fresh
seafood.
"As things went on, we fixed it
(the Hut) up a little bit better, put
some deep-fryers in and st.a rted selling fried shrimp, but continued to
sell fresh seafo_od . And as things
picked up some more, we added on
the little s ed outside and picnic
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tables, and extended the kitchen told. Nautical objects of interest have
some more . We worked out of that been intriguingly incorporated into
building until October 30, 1986. It the decor, such as a graceful merwas 1986 when we moved into this maid, a pirate who guards the second
fireplace , a sailfish, kayak, an entire
building and tore the old one down."
Glancing around, I notice a pic- sailboat hull and, of course, a model
ture of Frank's Shrimp Hut in a pre- shrimpboat. An American flag, an
vious form over one fireplace. early 1900s stove and other objects
Pointing to the massive support tim- reflect a much-loved country and
bers, Nancy says, "These are old rail- homelife.
"Frank does not participate in the
road timbers that Frank bought a
long time ago. They came off a day-to-day operation of the restaubridge over by the Trinity River. All rant, but he does all the maintenance
the design and all the things in here and other things. He likes to be
involved in politics (Frank serves on
are from Frank.
"We moved into our present home Seabrook 's City Council), likes to
in January 1984, after (hurricane) 'play' _with his machinery (tractors,
Alicia. We bought some land where bulldozers and other earth-moving
my home is now Con First Street) and equipment) and do different extra
moved·the house over there and got jobs. He had his cows here but had to
it off the lot here. But it was January move them because they sold the
1986 before we got started on the land where his cows were . So he
(Hut) building because I finished my moved them to the Hill Country. He
likes to 'play' with his cows, his fishhome before we started on this."
I comment on the unusual cedar ing and his dirt, as well as politics,"
ceiling in the restroom area and Nancy chuckles.
Nancy is a native Houstonian ;
wonder where the idea originated.
"Everything in here was his (Frank's) Frank was born in Bandera, Texas .
idea; this is what he likes," we are Nancy reminisces about really enjoy-

able days at San Jacinto High School
in Houston. The Jureczkis have four
grown children , with the youngest,
Lisa, finishing high school this May.
Lisa and Carol (second-oldest child)
help at the restaurant on weekends.
Oldest son Phil ip li ves ·in I:ake
Jackson. Working for Gulf Ferro, he
has an o pportunit y to come to
Seabrook quite often. Son John is an
August graduate in Industrial
Engineering from Te x as A&I in
Kingsville and is also very famililar
with his d ad 's heavy equipment.
Frank and Nancy delight in Carol's ·
three children and Philip's.two.
What is it like to manage the successful Shrimp Hut? "We've been in
this building six years in October; I
can't believe it ," Nancy remarks. The
numbe r of e m p loyees ha s now
incre ased fr o m two to 36-42 , with
Nanc y often putt ing in 14 hours on
special holidays and work ing seven
days ~ week, even on Monday due to
cleaning. With three ye ars since a
vacation , Nancy says in time they
might find a buyer, because if she
does take vacation, "It takes me four
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FREE
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Job Training and Placement,
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PR~-SCHOOL
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CHILD CARE
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· Before/ After school
Summer Adventure Camp
School-Based Programs
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474-5138
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2156 Bayport Blvd.
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to five days to unwind and relax, and
then once I get into it, I don't want to
come back!"
But on the other hand, Nancy says
she greatly enjoys the place. "We
have a lot of regular customers that
have been with me almost from Day
1. There are people who eat breakfast, lunch and dinner here. A lot of
local people, all friends of ours,
come in every morning. We have
them driv~ up in pickups, Mercedes
and die~el trucks. They all come. A
lot of fishing, sailing, selling, real
. estate, politics and everything else
has been discussed in this building."
As a future goal, Nancy says they
would like to build a smaller house,
witnout stairs, on; their property
behind their present home, with privacy for her porch swing so she can
enjoy early morning coffee in .com-

fort. They would like one main house days. All this was done last year
and also one smaller house where ( 1991) and went into effect this year.
the children and grandchildren could In April, the minimum wage went
come and stay. She believes their from $4.25 to $4.S0 an hour, and in
present home would make a beauti- 1993 it goes up to $5. The payroll ,
ful bed-and-breakfast for someone , Social Security tax , electricity, cost of
perhaps with an added little gazebo building ... it all goes up. "
on the water and a lighted ·pier. She
Restaurant activities call, so we
says this might be a summer project.
say goodbye and take a lingering
When asked about advice she look around the Hut, a place so obvimight give anyone starting into busi- ously enjoyed by the community and
ness today, she indicates she doesn't visitors to the bay area. Frank 's
know just what advice to give, Shrimp Hut is the wonderful product
except to be aware costs are con- of a creative, adventuresome; hardstantly increasing. "There are rules working couple who began with a
and regulations from city, state and boat named Gigi and REALLY a hut.
federal governments. Our franchise
All this and community involvetax this year is almost 10 times ment, too! Frank and Nancy are
greater than a year ago. We (the well-known for their generous gifts
state) cannnot continue to do this to of expertise and time for community
people. Very 1ittle information was benefits, not to mention the caring
available on this tax until the last 60 input of Frank while on City Council.
More difficult to catch for an interview ( with anyone who plans to
write about him) than a spinning satellite,
Frank is likely to wisecrack,
• Hazardous Chemicals
'Tm
not
very unusual ; I just like to
• Hazard Communication
• Right-to-Know Reporting
live."
.

ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTING
• Hazardous Waste Management
• Waste Inventory & Sampling
• Waste Disposal Arrangements
• Waste Management Pfans
• Waste Reduction & Recycling
• Petroleum Storage Tanks
• Removal & Remediation

• Assessments & Corrective Action
• Reimbursement Applications
• Tank Management Plans
• Tank Retrofitting
• New Tank Installations

Marian Kidd
Upon graduation , Marian was eager
to travel to places far from Seabrook
and earn a degree at the college of
her choice. After "testing the waters"
at Texas Women's University and the
University of Texas, she finished

earning her degree in fashion designing and merchandising at t~e University of Houston .
The following years were filled
with treasures such as husband Bob
(an aerospace engineer), daughters
Sara Jane and Margaret, and son
Hank. The Kidds bought a home in
El Lago in 1964 and lived there for
over three years before deciding to
invest in commercial property in
Seabrook. Then, though Marian
never expected to actually live in
Seabrook after going away to college, she and Bob found t~ey really
longed to live nearer the bay and
soon located a waterfront house that
had some pretty nice possibilities.
They bought it. Marian was back
home in Seabrook and has never for
a moment regretted it .
The investment property, located
in what was coming to be known as
"Old Seabrook" (because of all the
newer homes going up as a result of .
NASA'.s entrance into the area), rented well after loving care was given it.
But the property would be even

• Employee Training

• Phase I, II and Iii
• RTC and FDIC Qualified
· Emerging Regulations
• Waste Oil and Used Oil Filters
• Cleam Air Act
• Alternate Fuels Regulations

Seabrook, Texas 77586

486-7800

16211 Space Center Blvd.
1001 Pineloch Dr.
Houston, Texas 77062

MARIAN
KIDD

1990

713/474-7455

IJ Clear Lake National Bank
-,. -•

MUCH closer look at her Seabrook
surroundings and play a large role in
their development.
Time passed, and so did marvelous days at Webster High School.

• Environmental Site Assessments

CORRIGAN.CONSULTING, INC.
P.O. Box 99

Elementary for another year of study.
This had bee_n her school since she
moved to Seabrook at age seven.
Having been born in Houston, she
remained there with an aunt until of
school age because her mother
taught school in Seabrook. A schoolteacher then "did not earn enough to
pay a babysitter." She wondered what
school was like down at Webster
High School where she would go in
just a few years . She also thought
about college, a goal her mother said
was extremely important. How
would she, Marian of Seabrook, ever
be able to accomplish what the "big
city" kids could in college? She just
knew they knew more words than
she did . .. and even more about the
world than she did. Seabrook was
such a tiny town, enlarged only on
weekends when city folks came to
fish, crab and enjoy the bay.
So on this day, Marian's thoughts
were more on future goals and
places other than Seabrook. Never in
her wildest dreams did it occur to
her that she would one day take a

.. ......
~

FDIC

TO: SEABROOK CELEBRATIO.N COMMITTEE
FROM: Bill Weaver, Vice Preside'nt

You've done it again!
19.92 - another winner!
CONGRATULATIONS!

'E.e

young girl walked barefoot
down Second Street on her way to
the edge of Galveston Bay that warm
summer 's day in the '40s . The trip
was not far,. as her home was at the
top of the nearest rise from the water,
just on the other side of a tidal marsh
of massive, tall reeds . The reeds
grew on either side of the road, towering over the girl's head, and nestled
through them was a trickling stream
about a foot wide in most places ,
forming a small pool under the footbridge . One man in town trapped
muskrats here for the fur market.
Topmost in Marian Harr al's
thoughts was the opening of school
in a few weeks, when she and her
. friends would again attend Seabrook
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ATTORNEY AT LAW

2833 NASA ROAD ONE
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(713) 326-2587
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AUTO&BOAT
DETAIL & UPHOLSTERY
ALL WORK GUARANTEED
Mon.-Sat. 8 a.m.-6 p.m.
(713) 474.- 7111
1401 Highway 146@ NASA Rd. 1
Seabrook, Texas 77586

1350 NASA Road One #200
Houston, Texas 77058
Office
(713)
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474-4875
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FREE DELIVERY MINIMUM
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$2.00
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more attractive, Marian decided, if
some of the other nearby properties
were attractively maintained. So she
and Bob invested in additional properties, giving each piece the loving
care one would give to something
considered very special indeed.
Rather than tear down, Marion treasured each unique nook and cranny,
restoring and painting to better-thannew condition ... better than new
because now the buildings were seasoned with time. People had raised
families in the~e cottages , planted
favorite trees, entertained friends ,
and eventually left the cottages
behind.
Thus, Kidd Properties was born .
Marian says it just "evolved" after
that first investment. In 1990, Kidd
Properties won the Southeast
Economic
Development
Commission's Business of the Year
Award for outstanding achievement
with business properties in
Seabrook. Besides developing anq
leasing her own properties , Marian
manages properties for other
investors. ·
. On a summer's day this 1992, one
might find Marian Kidd dressed in
colorful outfit and sunhat, out plant ing more of the striking flowers th at
visitors and residents alike often
pause to admire. Whe n asked how
she achieves such a really lovel y
"old-Jashioned" effect that seems to
be exactly what the Old Seabrook
buildings need, she replies , "I just
plant different kinds at random and/
mix them where they seem to look
best. I call ic''free form' ." She believes
the charm of Old Seabrook has been
achieved the same way. "It 's the
inconsistencies and noncomformity ·
· of the area that makes it unique, not
that it's old or new."
Now her children are grown. Sara
Jane, married ·a nd living in Chad ,
Africa, has treated Marian and Bob
to their first granddaughter.
Margaret; Marion declares , is "a brilliant stockbroker," and son Hank is in
his second year of law school. All are
college graduates.
Now her childhood home contains
the Bay Thai Restaurant . Other Kidd
properties, often with brick footpaths
interwoven between, house delight -

CONGRATULATIONS SEABROOK
Neala Gunderson
Catering

SEABROOK
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COMPRESSOR
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Casual to Elegant
Home and Business Entertaining

• Marine & Industrial
• Machine Shop • Precision
Machine Work & Repair
• Metric Size No Problem

TEFLON PISTON RINGS

1921 Clopper
. . Seabrook, TX

MARINE SPECIALIST

(713) 47 4-4880

•Detroit Diesel •Allison
•Twin Disc •Cat .•Cummins
•Gen Sets . •Northern Lights
(713)

474-2667

1901 Marvin Cjrcle
Seabrook, TX 77586
(713) 474-2968 .

(713) 326-2633
1901 Marvin Circle
Suite A ·
Seabrook, TX 77586

ENGINES SALES & SERVICE .

UJaledlne 'I DJtks

• Volvo • Crusader • Paragon
• Chris Craft • Borg Warner
• Osco • Sherwood

Quality Yacht Repair

BILL POLLARD

Tom Meeh - Owner

(713) 474-3417 (713). 326-3252
2222 Repsdorph
Seabrook , Texas 77586

474-753]
1910 Marvin Circle
Seabrook, TX 77586

Seabrook
Montessori
School, Inc.
. 474--7538
Carley Hosler, Directress
7 am - 6 pm
1514 Third Street

Clear Lake Construction

474-3333
1909 MARVIN CIRCLE
SEABROOK, TEXAS 77586

These Marvin Circle Businesses
wish to thank the Seabrook
Associatiory for the outstanding
job they have done for the
citizens of Seabrqok thru the
annual Seabrook Celebration.
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SELF SERVICE STATION

AMERICA LTD
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BAY AREA_PLUMBING
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ELECTRIC SEWER ROOTER
SERVICE AND DRAIN CLEANING
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'

- 2500 Bayport Blvd . Seabrook , TX 77586
Tel : (713) 474-2474
Texas 1-800-392-4182
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(713) 47 4-4961
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ful antique shops and shops with new
items, such as at Hall Square.
When asked wha·c advice she
would give to future business entrepreneurs, Marian says of success, "If
it's just money, they haven't arrived!
Success takes much more. We all have
to do what's best, but do it without
manipulating or stepping on people."
She believes people to be of prime
importance and stresses the importance of community spirit, of neighbors working together to make a .

truly wonderful place to live. For
instance, "If you see something
(trash), stop and pick it up . Give
something back to the city."
Marian's childhood Seabrook is a
city now . . . and much like a fairy
godmother, she has devoted countless energies to making it something
uniquely beautiful - making the old
even better and the new c.o mplement the earlier architecture . As
with her flower garden arrangements, the result is "Wow!"

BILL
LOOMER

1991
"£,e recipient of numerous
awards, Bill Loomer believes his success is best measured in terms of

people. One of his favorite thoughts degree from Lamar State College of
is, "Put people first and money sec- Technology. He shared his talents
ond ." It only takes a few minutes with Olin Chemical, NASA, Hertz
being around this longtime Taylor Equipment Rental, Force CorporaLake Village resident to realize the tion and Pasadena Rental before
"wonderfulness" of his outlook deciding to go into business for himtoward everyone else; he has the self. He has tried living in Boston
ability to convey to whomever he is (found it wasn't his cup of tea) and
talking a genuine understanding and Louisiana (gained too much weight
caring, coupled with wide expertise from Cajun cooking!), but decided no
and a comfortable sense of humor.
·place can equal his home state for
Born and reared in Beaumont, the things he loves best.
Texas, Bill earned an engineering
Being an engineer and having

THE MOVIE SHACK II ,

SNIP•s HAIR
CO._._PANY

Seabrook's Super Store for
VHS Movies & Video Games

(713) 532-2449
JACK& DONNA
GRAY

3142-A NASA Road 1
.
(Seabrook Plaza Shopping Center)
326-5656
.FREE WEEK PASS BY APPT. ONLY

3120 NASAHd. One
Seabrook, TX 77586

New Iberia Cajun .Cuisine

PINE KNOT
PHARMACY - GIFTS
326-1558

Cajun American Cooking

Restaurant

3126 NASA R~. 1
Regis & Sally Wrobleski - Owners
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extensive experience in the use, sale
and rental of heavy construction
equipment, Bill naturally chose a
business for himself in which he
could turn loose his creativity, expertise, personal priorities and management skills. He first opened his business on NASA Road 1 with an office
at Lakeside for one year, then leased
a building on Marvin Circle from
Clear Lake Construction Co.
Soon he had the opportunity to
obtain his present eight-acre site

3138 NASA RD 1
SEABROOK, TEXAS
(713) 326-1777

1001 PINELOCH
CLEAR IAKE CITY, TX
(713) 286-2200

l?LlYr \f f Llf

SCOOPS
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ICE CREAfft AMU YOGURT

(713) 326-PLAY
3136 NASA Rd. 1
Seabrook, TX 77586

3136-A NASA Rd. 1

3123 NASA Road 1
Appoint.merits: 326-7712

326-0777
326-0999
come .. . and discover

C9SMIC WISDOM
_ _ _ _ _a_n_ci_en_t_,,and new age

3142 NASA Road 1
Seabrook Plaza
S'eabrook, Texas 77586

Alfonso James
Manager

Walk-Ins Welcome

Monday-Friday 10-8
Sat. Noon-6

(713) 326-1090
FAX (713) 532-1985

*metaphysical, astrology, and children's books
· *new age music - tapes & discs • stunning cards for every occasion
*videos for rent *Incense - cones, sticks, oils
*crystals, stones, & jewelry for everyone
, recycled; & bejeweled apparel - priced right! ·
get your tarots & palms read -ALWAYS $10.0
IRBRUSHING dragons, wizards •
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•

Thanks for
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Fast Hot Delivery!
3134A NASA Road, Seabrook

326~6666

Seabrook Plaza - 3130 E. NASA Rd. 1
3 miles EAST of NASA Space Center
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Why Seabrook? Bill loves the
location of his Clear Creek
Equipment Co. at 2626 Highway 146
because it happens to be a mid-distance between so many businesses
and industries that use heavy equipment of all sorts. Bayport, Baytown,
LaPorte and Pasadena lie just north,
NASA to the west, and Kemah, Texas
City and Dickinse,~1 to the south. This
location also happens to be near
home.
The Loomers have had a
Seabrook (Tay lor Lake Village)

from the Oblate Fathers, a Catholic
order that owned the property. Bill
Loomer was finally able to construct
his own building in · 1989, the same
year he raised the level of his home,
and in spite of all the confusion, had
one of his best years in the rental
business!
Besides his present building, he
plans an office park as part of his
' development. However, it has taken
a year and $20,000 just to get this
· portion of his property subdivided so
he··can rent to small·businesses.

-,,~t«lw Steeg"
~~
* Ladies Fashions
*\ Accessories, Gifts

* and Custom Alterations
Bettye Rector - Owner
(713)
1426 Hwy. 146

4 7'4-9466
Seabrook, TX 77586

BILL & MARIE'S PLACE
SINCE 1968

* Specializing in Down-Home
Texas Bar-8-Que
* Air Conditioned
* Four 25¢ Pool Tables
* Darts And More!
2802 Red Bluff
Seabrook, TX 77586
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(713)

4 7 4-9091

. Bill Loomer
address since 1969. Bill and his wife
Daisy have been married over 38
years and have enjoyed rearing two
lovely daughters, · Lacy Anne
Holcomb ( who has presented them
with a delightful granddaughter,
Stacy Holcomb) and Dianna Lynn
Loomer ( who teaches school in the
Dickinson I.S.D.). Bill says the location of his business was not a spurof-the-moment decision; he thought
about it for years before choosing a
final site:
.
· That Bill Loomer will be successful at accomplishing what he set.s out
to do is easily attested 'to by a number of awards. Besides being awarded the Southeast Economic Development Commission's Business of the
Year Award for 1991, Bill has been
recognized as outstanding in just
about every profession al and civic
group in which he participates. His
first sales award (and accompanying
nice trip to Florida) was the result of
a contest he didn't know ex'ist~d! He
is a member of the Seabrook
Association (Business of the Year1991), the Gre ater Houston Rental
Association (president last year,
chairman this year), the Texas Rental
Association 0990-1991 ·Presidential
Award), and the AmeriAmerican
Rental Association (President's
Image Award and Region IV 1992
Man of the Year Award) . He is a
member of the International
Ma intenance Institute, Galveston
Bay Power Squadron (since April ·
1962 and rece ived the Senior
Member Award), an d is a charter
member of the newly fo rm ed
Seabrook Rotar y Club , w hich he

greatly enjoys and believes will grow
and grow.
·
Modest about awards given him,
Bill is a strong believer in teamwork
whether in a private business or in a ·
community. Once, when asked by a
professional organization to name his
outstanding employee of the month,
he responded by naming his whole
crew, as he says each contributes a
very special part that makes up the
total quality of his business.
Enthusiastic about the FFA program, Bill has acquired a few pigs via
FFA auctions. He just happens to
have a trophy in his office with a pig
on top; however, he· says this is for
being such a "pig" about renting the
most equipment for a former
employer ... and he won the contest.
When asked for advice to others
contemplating going into business
for themselves, Bill says-, "Willingness to work hard must accompany
the risk, and service to people should
always come before money. If you do
this for a lifetime, I thin\< you've got it
made. You get out of business just
what you put into it." He stresses the
importance of believing in yourself
and your product, and the impor tance of perseverance. He also likes
the old saying, "It ain't what you
make; it's how you spend what you
make that counts."
When asked about what a community can do to attract additional
fine businesses, Bill says progressive
communities need to facilitate development by handling permits , hearings and ·an other routine necessities
that precede establishment of a business in a brisk manner that ·does not
put the potential business "on hold"
for long periods of time.
Bill has two beautiful bass mounted in his office. Yes, he says, he did
catch them . .. ."back when I had .
good sense!" In between the bass is a
mounting of a huge mule deer.
Bill also says that the real motivator behind everything is his lovely
wife Daisy, who has kept him in line
and keeps him going.

Don't miss the parade!
Saturday, October 3rd
10 a.m.

BARBARA
MYERS
1992
nether selling petrochemical
oil strainers and separators or items
variously known as "stars of the
earth" (Clara L. Balfour), "gems of
the earth" (South), "Nature's jewels"
(Croly) and "love's truest language"
(P. Benjamin) - flowers - Barbara
Myers excels with people. She .has
Barbara Myers
developed Seabrook House of
Flowers to such an extent it garnered designed fresh flower and silk
SEED's Business of the Year Award arrangements, house and office
plants , giftware including plush anifor 1992.
Barbara and husband Jerry mals, wood sculptures, handcrafted
bought the small floral shop in the . collectibles, unique nautical gifts·,
Miramar Shopping Center just six greeting cards, balloons and balloon
years ago . Since then, Seabrook wraps . "We have a lot of fun with
House of Flowers has expanded to a that (balloon wrap) to see what we
full-service florist with worldwide can get in there," she says. Presently,
affiliations . Available are custom- a whole stuffed red lobster gazes at

Cong1catuQationg geab1cook u4ggociation
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The Right boat for your Sport 11
Canoes; Kayaks, Inflatables

713-474-3079
1505 Hwy.146, Seab·rook, TX 77586

Proud to be
Seabrook's Family Physicians

Arthur D. Anton, M.D.
Lawrence E. Chapman, M.D.
2622 NASA Road One
Seabrook, TX 77586

326-1621
(Office)

333-5503
( Emergency)

SACKETT'S
Texaco
·FUEL DOCK
100 Octane Gas • Beer
Ice• Sandwiches
Live Bait • Offshore Bait' & Tackle
• CNG REFILLS

OPEN 7 DAYS• (713)

47 4-2719

SPECIALIZING IN
TWO & FOUR WHEEL ALIGNMENTS
COMPUTERIZED WHEEL BALANCING
SHOCKS & STRUTS

s U J ~.
~ Jnb.
COMPLETE AUTOMOTIVE SERVICE
SINCE 1978

1413 Hwy; 146
Seabrook, TX (713) 474-2461
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customers from inside a large balloon . . . much like a ship in a bottle.
"On Valentine's Day, we were even
putting six packs of beer and candies
in balloons for the guys. I·just wish I
had a bigger balloon!" Barbara
laughs.
·
The shop also provides complete
wedding, funeral and special occasion florals and services. "We provide both home and business deco- ·
rating," Barbara adds. _"People bring
in swatches of their bedspreads or
drapery and we'll make some
arrangements. Or they'll bring in
some picture they saw in a magazine
and weJll duplicate it (the decor) for
their room. We'll go out and inake
suggestions of what they need in
their home ... a tall arrangement
here, maybe something special in a
1::orner; or something to beautifully
complement a skylighted area."
When asked how all this came
about, Barbara is quick to mention
friends who welcomed her to the
Seabrook community and helped
her get established. "If it weren't for
them, I don't know if I'd still be in
business," she comments . Barbara
knew the area well, but did not know
many people here . She knew the
area because all her life she has been
either moving between Galveston
( where she was born) and Houston
Ca graduate of. Austin High School)
or making business calls in the bay
area along the water and near the
petrochemical industries. She also
credits the constant positive support
of her husband Jerry and the creative experiences at her youngest
brother's floral shop in Houston for
playing key roles in her success with
Seabrook House of Flowers.
Yes, her first sales effort was selling oil strainers in the petrochemical
business ... a success, of course. She
began in the oil business in Houston
as secretary to the president. Three
and a half years passed before the
sales crisis happened: no sales people were available at a crucial
moment when an account needed to
be serviced several floors up from
her office. Her boss was in a real
bind. Typical of Barbara, she said,
"Let me help! I'll talk to them ." She
did, resulting in a first order of

DENNIS

...

LOCKS AND KEYS

~

CERTIFIED - BONDED -·INSURED
• Keys • Deadbolts • Locks
• Domestic & Foreign Auto Work
• 24 Hour Mobile Service
DAYS

EVENINGS

474-9787

332-1637

2024 Hwy. 146
IN MIRAMAR CENTER

SEABROOK

FOREST LAKE
ANIMAL CLINIC
and ·
Boarding & Grooming
Facilities
FULL SERVICE HEALTH CARE
FOR YOUR DOG & CAT

Randy F. Roof D.V.M.

326-2576
4901 NASA ROAD ONE
S t 9_1I Kennels
M-F 8-6
a ·

2511-B
NASA Rd. 1
Seabrook, TX

z

Only

James M. Hebert

f)

OWNER

326-5547
PS
AC
&. BOAT STUFF
Specializing In
• Yacht Brokerage• Consignment
• Outboards • Sails • Dinghies
• Hardware • Electronics • Refrig.
Systems and Much More!
Pokie Stamper - John Stamper

(713) 474-7535.

$3,800. After 11 years she was
named territorial manager for the
east coast area. She says, "I thought,
'That's easy!' I just have a big mouth
and like to talk."
But why Seabrook as a city for
business? '.' I just happened to be
working in LaPorte and got to see
this whole bay area in detail and
decided Seabrook was more for me.
Actually, I wasn't really looking for a
florist ·shop. I was working with my
brother in Houston at his florist shop
and also I had a job in which I traveled much of the time. I just got really tired of being on the road and
decided I wanted to get out of the
oilfield business and settle down. It
was a very big switch, but since my
brother had a shop, I learned so
· much there (Barbara ran the shop for
eight months due 'to her brother's illness).
"So what got me really interested
in the floral business is that my
brother's been in it for 20 years. He's
my 'little' brother, but is pretty wellknown in Houston for his floral
designs. He does specialty work for
funerals and weddings and some of
his weddings look like Princess
Diana is getting married because it's
so beautiful!1
"In Seabrook, before I bought the
shop, they didn't do weddings here at
the shop. If they did, it was a pick-up
bouquet. But they had some beautiful wedding equipment, so once I got
into the shop and did a couple of
weddings, we just started growing by
word-of-mouth, and we're staying
busy most every weekend. We've got
weddings booked clear to November,
and we've had those booked since
January. So we're doing something
right as far as the weddings go."
Barbara has experience in funeral
work, too. "I've created a lot of set
pieces where people brought in a
picture of something, and we would
design it with flowers:
.
"In July 1991, we moved from the
former 2,900-square-foot shop into a
new 3,000-square-foot location fea. turing 1,800 square feet of showroom. Our new location provides an
excellent backdrop for showcasing
the expanded gift item lines. By relocating.to .an under-utilized facility, we

brought new life to a neglected corner of Seabrook.
"Our client list has grown to more
than 2,000 including municipalities,
schools, media, government agencies
and aerospace firms. Our business
has increased over 300 percent.
When I go to market, I start thinking
back on my customers and what they
collect and like . It's real strange when we were in the Miramar
Shopping Center, we had a certain ·
clientele; we moved about half ~·
block over here in the new Village

Shopping Center and we have a
totally new clientele plus our old
clientele. So we're needing to carry
more antiques, antique-like items, .
wood items, tollectibles (ships, dolls,
etc.) and nauticals. Just moving such
a short distance, our trade has
changed!"
Barbara's business philosophy is to
provide quality service and materials
presented in a caring way, with personal customizing for each order.
Knowledge gained concerning customer preferences and tastes is care-

PAUL U. LEE
La Porte Funeral Home
• Pre-Arranged Funeral Plan
• We Honor All Burial Insurance
• Member National Texas
Funeral Directors Association

Dedicated to those we serve
Douglas & Lou Martin·

471-0123
·La Porte, Texas

201 South 3rd

We 're More Than just A Copy Shop ...
COPIES
Color Coples
Hlghspeed Coples
Manuals
Calendars
Catalogs
Charts/Diagrams
Reports

BINDERY
Laminating
Spiral binding
Padding
Folding
Perforating
Scoring
Drilling

PRINTING

Business cards
Stationary
. Envelopes
Business forms
Brochures
Rolodex
Menus

TYPESETTING
Desktop Publishing
Resumes
·
Logo design
Ad design
· Form design
Layout
Camera services

- 2 Locations To Serve You Copy Quik Shop, Inc
Copy Quik Printing
l 303F Naso Rd. • Houston, TX 77058
713/480-0173 • Fax480-1102

1907 Pine Dr. • Dickinson, TX 77539
713/337-7700 • Fax 337-FAAX
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fully retained in order to assist with great employees - the same driver Ed White Youth Center fo r craft
future requirements. Seabrook we've·had since we started ( with oth- activitie s. Be s ide s promoting
House of Flowers owners and ers filling in at times), and basically Seabrook and the bay area when
employees are dedicated to civic bet- we've had a lot of our employees for attending out-of.- town markets and
terment. Barbara has served two the six years here." Employees range · floral association meetings, Barbara
terms on the executive board of the in number from · four (besides '(mans" booths at the boat shows to
Seabrook Association, is currently a Barbara) during regular times to 20 promote the Seabrook community
director on the board of Friends of during holidays. She emphasizes the Perhaps it's some form of deja vu
Evelyn Meador Library, and sponsors value of consistently positive atti- (since Barbara's grandparents , the
James Bennetts , were residents of
a Little League team. She was instru- tudes.
Seabrook about 80 years ago), but
"Besides
being
a
member
of
the
mental in initiating the annual publiBarbara
says she just fell in love with
Seabrook
Association,
which
supcation of A Day at the Bay magathe
Seabrook
area.
ports
the
Clear
Lake
Area
Chamber
zine in conjunction with the October
Future goals include continuing to
of Commerce and SEED, we also
Seabrook Celebration.
"These outside activities bring the fully support the local Seabrook provide affordable gift items for
customers in contact with us in a Economic Development Commis - year-'round as well as special holiday
giving, and to expand business decor
social setting which aids us in inter- sion."
lines through on -site vis its to cusCommunity
service
has
always
preting their individual needs. In the
flower business, I've met so many been part of Barbara's life. Besides tomer locations . Barbara would like
nice people. The longer you're in sponsoring a Little League team, to see the Miramar Shopping Center
Seabrook, the more friends you get, Barbara actually attends the team's full and her own Village Shopping
and in the flower business you know games. "I enjoy the community," she Center area ex pand all the way to
everything about everybody .. . says. "I have fun seeing those kids · Highway 146 with little shops. "My
their birthdays, anniversaries, funer- bat the ball, win or lose! I like to see hope for the future is to get more
als, both happy and sad celebrations. the kids involved in sports and activi- businesses in Seabrook and also be a ·
. ties . Also, you 'd be so surprised at happy community like it is now."
You get real close.
Barbara and Jerry together have
"Being in business doesn't mean how many kids are using the library
you always h ave to t ake peopl~'s We had an increase of over 1,000 six children (Julie , Jodi, Jamie, Jeff,
money .. . yo ur heart goes out to kids in the last three months using Freddie and Donna); they are also
them ; and some of our customers the library. To me, that's fascinatjng grandparents of six, with one more
with special needs we just bend over · . . . to see something grow. And our about to arrive. Besides everything
else she does, Barbara loves to fish ,
backward for, because we treat peo- community is growing."
Barbara donates items for Boy play bingo, activate the glue gun ,
ple like we want to be treated . In
turn, the customers have sure been Scout, Girl Scout , Cub Scout and whip up decorations for the lake
Brownie activities, such as balloons house, read and share in activities at
good to us."
Barbara attributes success also to · for parades, and helps with fund- Gloria Dei Lutheran Church.
Much like her favorite flower, the
hiring the right people : "We have .raisers. She also donates materials to
rubrum Iii~ Barbara Myers provides
others with much more than meets
the eye. The essence of her business
and personal skills obviously makes
those who come into contact with it
happy that they did and e ager for
more.
A resident . of Sea brook for 2 6 y ears,
C a roly n Pepp i n g is a Univer sity of
Houston g radua te, educator, fr ee-lance
writer and artist. So in love with this city
by the bay , Carolyn p redicts a spectacular
futur e fo r the tiny j ewel, Seabrook.
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Congratulations .
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Celebration
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Seabrook, TX 77586
(713)

4 7 4-34 71

JAN BROWN
713-474-3471

2200-C Hwy. 146
Seabrook, TX 77586

Ro

Q

Seabrook
Shipyard • _.....-

SINCE 1939

MARINA OFFICE

(713) 474~2586

1900 SHIPYARD DRIVE
SEABROOK, TX 77586

*

y

•
.
•
•
•
•

Unique 3-basin design surrounded by stormtested levees
Covered, fixed and floating slips
Swimming pool/Clubhouse
Deep water
On-site security
• 5 A/C bath houses
• Free lockers and picnic area

REPAIR YARD

(713) 474-5186

TOP TO BOTTOM
FULL-SERVICE YARD
VISA AND MASTERCARD ACCEPTED

SATURDAY SPECIAL
$2.00/ft. QUICK HAUL AND PRESSURE WASH
30' to 50'
ALL WORK WARRANTED
CALL FOR FREE ESTIMATE!

·Over 50 Years of Service and Protection!
Boats Unlimited ~ RON'S YACHT
BAY WATER
l\tgatta .
~!!2~~~g~q~
SHIP S STORE
l\titaurant
Complete Line of
1

Dealer for Newport
Sailboats 24'-41' and
Com-pac Sailboats 14'-27'

Clothing, Gear, Hardware

(713)

474-5529

SACKETT'S
Texaco
FUEL DOCK

100 Octane Gas • Beer
Ice• Sandwiches
Live Bait• Offshore Bait & Tackle
• CNG REFILLS
OPEN 7 DAYS• (713)

474•2719

• Financing Available• Trades

.

Good selection of b,rokerage
boats at Seabrook Shipyard.
CALL US
TODAY

(713) 334-2559

Considered • Motor Yachts
• Trawlers • Sail

~(713)474-5444@
Fax 713-474-7024
1101 Shipyard Dr. & Hwy. 146

Seabrook, TX 77586

Since 1958

Fine Food & Cocktails
(713)

474-3432 .

Seabrook Shipyard REPAIR YARD FACILITIES
• 50-Ton Travelift
• 100-Ton Railways
• 4-Ton Fixed Crane
• Covered Paint Shed

Factory certified MercCruiser
Mechanics now on staff in addition to
Ship's Carpenter, Fiberglass, Rigging
& Electrical Technicians

